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A toast to the new feeling
“It’s better to travel well than to arrive.”
– Gautama Buddha
Dear Readers,
You are flying with Vistara in the special month
of our second anniversary. On 9 January 2015,
we flew our first set of customers on our
maiden flight from Delhi to Mumbai. It’s
been an eventful journey since. Today, we’ve
flown more than 3.5 million customers to
18 destinations across the country. With
13 aircraft in our modern fleet, we provide
over 500 frequencies a week. Our product
and services are appreciated and recognised
by customers and the industry alike. We
partner with the best in the business in our
endeavour to deliver seamless and intuitively
thoughtful services and make our customers
experience ‘the new feeling’.
Vistara entered the Indian skies at a time
when flying had turned into a chore – a
process that you had to endure to get from
one place to another. Remember the good
old days when flying was a trendy perk?
When travellers were thrilled to board an
aircraft, and the journey was as exciting as
the destination was? When you would rave
with childlike delight about the lovely cabin
crew, sumptuous food and comfortable flight
you had to friends, colleagues and family
members you travelled to meet? It is this
magic that Vistara was born to recreate. Our
new brand campaign, featuring international
superstar - Deepika Padukone, also evokes
this sentiment. In the second year of our
operations in India, among other milestones,
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we unveiled a one-of-its kind premium
lounge at the Terminal 3 of IGI Airport in New
Delhi, launched the all-new Club Vistara,
which is now the fastest-rewarding and the
least restrictive frequent flyer program in the
Indian aviation industry, received the CAT
III B certification, which enables us to keep
up our operational excellence even in low
visibility, all with an aim to ensure that you
have the best travel experience. Manifesting
the heart and soul of both Tata and Singapore
Airlines, we endeavoured to offer to you the
best of innovative offerings- the trendsetting
Premium Economy class, world-class dining
experience delivered to you at no extra cost,
our warm and personalised in-flight service
by well-trained crew and ground staff, our
consistently high on-time performance, and
so much more.
What motivates us towards continuously
scrutinising, reinventing and enhancing our
products and services is the appreciation
and goodwill we receive from you. Many of
you have conveyed to us time and again that
you thoroughly enjoyed your journey aboard
Vistara, or shared your ideas and feedback
about how we could serve you better. The
recent accolades we won, including being
tagged the ‘Most Loved Airline’ by Skytrax,
the ‘Best New Entrant’ award from the Air
Passengers Association of India, the ‘Best
Domestic Airline’ award from the readers
of Travel + Leisure India, and the ‘Most
Favourite Airline’ Runners Up award from
Condé Nast Traveller India, affirm our belief

that you appreciate all that we do and the
way we do it.
As we foray into our third year of operations,
we bid you to embrace flying the new feeling
with us. Lean back, soak in, observe, learn,
enjoy and relax. In this special anniversary
issue of our in-flight magazine, read about
how Vistara strives to serve the three pillars
we thrive on: our customers, colleagues and
community, in the cover story on pages 22
to 29. The article has excerpts from three
famous personalities who changed the game
in their respective fields, with a refreshing
new approach, similar to the way Vistara is
redefining air travel. The world of aviation is
as exciting to learn about as it is to be a part
of! The Trail section on page 40 transports
you to the quaint world of tea gardens across
the country, the harvest grounds for some of
the best brews in the world. If you’re on your
way to Mumbai, read about the fascinating
topographies you fly over, from the eyes of
a Vistara pilot on pages 38 and 39. Travelling
to Bengaluru for work for a short while?
Catch our quick-city guide on what to do and
where to go in the ‘Bleisure’ section on pages
30 and 37.
We hope you enjoy reading this special issue
of the magazine as much as we enjoyed
compiling it.
Here’s to many more fantastic journeys in the
New Year!
Team Vistara
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On my Kindle
Pen/Faulkner award winner, Ann
Patchett gives a glimpse of her new
book Commonwealth
Given the autobiographical elements of
Commonwealth, did it have any therapeutical
effect on you?
Working is always good therapy. I’m always
more cheerful when I’m productive.
Commonwealth isn’t about my family. It just
follows the same basic structure of my family.
There are plenty of elements of my family in all
of my novels.

take a break,

Plan a vacation
For all those who have been working overtime
skipping meals and entitled leaves, here is an eye
opener. Online travel company Expedia's recent
survey has revealed that 71 per cent Indians
postpone or cancel their vacation plans because
of work. Interestingly, the survey, in which
India ranked the fourth most vacation deprived
country in the world, found that 63 per cent
Indians took vacations for fewer number of days
than their entitlement. While 40 per cent of the
surveyed individuals did not take vacations at
all, 21 per cent believed that not taking vacation
is perceived positively by the employer.

For an additional day
of vacations:

47%

There are a lot of similarities with your
previous work, is there a reason for the
familiar pattern?
I think this is true for all novelists — there are
certain themes we’re drawn to again and again,
even when we don’t realise we are doing it.
When I start a novel I think everything will be
different this time, but when I finish the book
I find I’ve gone many of the same places. No
matter how much research I do or how vast my
imagination is, the story is still coming from me.

of Indians are ready to give up
social media and television

30%

would give up internet

27%

can give up contact with their
best friends for a week

how to click a

Imagination and experience, which according
to you is more necessary for a good novel?
Imagination. Experience is limited.

For all those selfie enthusiasts out there, the Spivo
Stick is an action camera pole that spins the camera/
smartphone around 180 degrees at the push of a button.
Compatible with any action or standard camera — thanks
to the standard tripod screw it incorporates — Spivo stick
is the latest addition to travel must haves. Waterproof,
the Spivo stick comes in three sizes, 12 inches – 0.14 kg for
close ups, 18 inches – 0.16 kg and 26 inches – 0.18 kg for
long shots and picturesque surroundings.

You are the recipient of Orange Prize
for Fiction and PEN/Faulkner Award for
Fiction. Does recognition bring along added
pressure?
I think it’s important to see oneself and one's
work in a larger cultural context. I’m not saving
the world, nor am I part of pop culture. I’m
writing books. No one is checking up on my
progress. So no, I don’t feel any pressure.

Selfie in style
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Posing with the FLOTUS
When challenges get out of hand and
the internet demands a new viral video,
it calls for a need to rethink the game.
Bringing back the childhood game of
Freeze! the Mannequin Challenge is a
gripping trend where people freeze midaction while a moving camera films it.
Quite interestingly, the Challenge also
has its own soundtrack "Black Beatles"
by Rae Sremmurd playing in
the background.

Sounds like Star Wars
Adding a new dimension to the ever
evolving bluetooth speaker designs, AC
Worldwide has launched a range of Star
Wars speakers that are creating waves
worldwide. The three wireless speakers are
designed like the heads of three Star Wars
characters C-3PO, Stormtrooper and
the latest — Darth Vader, also the tallest
of all speakers standing 32cm in height.
Interestingly, the speakers make unique
sounds while pairing with bluetooth
devices. The C-3PO when pairing says
“Some people think I am a God” while the
Stormtrooper says the classic sentence
“nothing to see here, move along”. With a
cool ‘piano black’ finish, the Darth Vader is
an exact replica of the Sith Lord. His eyes
glow a menacing red and he pairs to your
smartphone with that iconic breathing.
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a beachside

Taj experience
Taj Exotica Resort & Spa, Maldives has
been voted the Favourite Leisure Hotel
by the readers of the India’s Condé Nast
Traveller magazine at the 2016 Readers’
Travel Awards. Taj Exotica Resort &
Spa, Maldives, is an exclusive, private
and romantic island resort, lush with
tropical plants and encircled by clear
blue waters of one of the largest lagoons
of the Maldives. The award-winning

resort seamlessly extends the magic
of the island's blessed natural beauty
in its design even as it offers the finest
in contemporary luxuries and services.
Blending ancient Indian wisdom with
contemporary therapies, Jiva Grande Spa
offers the best in Indian rejuvenation
therapies ranging from Indian aroma
therapy massages, time-honoured Indian
treatments, yoga and meditation.

Wall Street
fashion

singing with

Elton John
Imagine Michele Obama letting her
hair down and belting out Single Ladies
without a care in the world. There is
no voice filter, no room for paparazzi
and Madonna, like an everyday person
gives glimpses of her life as she sings
her greatest hits. Fixed cameras, honest
conversations and enjoying the thrill of
karaoke in a car: James Corden's Carpool
karaoke is a raging hit for the very same
reasons. Michele Obama, Elton John,
Madonna, Justin Bieber, Selena Gomez
have all succumbed to the charm of
carpool karaoke. The best thing is you do
not have to be a celebrity to enjoy it and is
a wonderful thing to do on a long road trip.

When it comes to
nailing the professional
look, stripes have never
failed. Designers from DKNY to Tanya
Taylor are revamping the traditional
banker stripes to give one of the most
trendy suit-style statements of 2017.
Tinkering and twisting the traditional
stripes, the look is wholly inspired by
Wall Street and designed to fit the
mood of every fashion diva.

on record

2017 budget will focus
on encouraging more
public and private
spending to boost
economic growth —
Arun Jaitley, Finance
Minister

incredible india

Second most talked about
destination online
India has gained online traction after being named
one of the hot spots for 2017 and the second most
talked about destinations in the world. The online
analysis on Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, forums,
news sites, blogs, YouTube and Instagram was
revealed during World Travel Market (WTM)- a
three-day business-to-business (B2B) exhibition for
worldwide travel and tourism industry held recently
in London. The research was done by PR specialist
Bell Pottinger. India Tourism is already showing signs
of an upswing by way of growth of Foreign Tourist
Arrivals (FTAs) in the current year. While the annual
international growth rate is around four to 4.5 per
cent, India is witnessing a double digit growth of 10.5
per cent in the current year. Foreign Tourist arrivals
in India during the period January-October 2016 were
69,61,660 — a growth of 10.5 per cent as compared
to January-October 2015. Foreign Exchange Earnings
during the same period has witnessed a growth
of 14.7 per cent. According to the figures revealed
by the Tourism Ministry, domestic tourism also
continues to be an important contributor to the
tourism sector providing much-needed resilience.
In 2016, the number of Domestic Tourist visits was
slated to reach a record 1700 million.
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The prize capture
Michele Palazzo was one of the winners of CNN's Photographer of
the Year 2016 in the Cities and Architecture single image category. His
impressionistic capture of New York caught in Winter Storm Jonas
blizzard portrays the artist's uncanny eye for details

Netflix

Prime time

film in focus

Raees

Scheduled to release on January 25, 2017, the
trailer of the action packed thriller starring Shah
Rukh Khan has already garnered 27,053,394 views.
Directed by Rahul Dholakia, the film is set in Gujrat
with the timeframe of 1980's. The film revolves
around the story of a bootlegger Raees Alam played
by Shah Rukh Khan, whose attempts to build up
his business is thwarted by ACP Majumdar played
by Nawazuddin Siddiqui. The film also stars Mahira
Khan with a special performance by Sunny Leone.

While few of the most
awaited series may not yet
be slated to release, but the
long awaited season 1 of A
Series of Unfortunate Events
is set to release on January
13, 2017. Given the hype it has
generated this might be the
show to queue up on your
Netflix. Starring Neil Patrick
Harris, Usman Ally and
Matty Cadarople, the series
revolves around the trials and
tribulations of three children,
who lose their parents in a
mysterious fire. Slated to
be an adventure drama, the
audience is looking forward
to the return of Neil Patrick
Harris in a tv series since his
last popular stint in How I
Met Your Mother.

Key speaker
Zebronics India Pvt Ltd has announced an extension to its 2.1 Speakers category with
Cube 2 BTRUCF to meet the needs of music lovers with power-packed features. These
speakers are configured with the massive 40 Watts RMS that not only promises
crisp, powerful sound but also delivers it for unbeatable performance paired with
inimitable style! Designed with a sleek black look, the speaker promises the user
some tailor-made, convenient listening.
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the game

changers

Bollywood diva Deepika Padukone, author-speaker Robin
Sharma and Nobel laureate Kailash Satyarthi — we talk
to three personalities, who, like us, have traced unique
journeys in their individual domains

V

istara is a culmination of
the vision of legendary
JRD Tata that translated
into actuality with the
iconic efficiency and
hospitality of Singapore Airlines, the two
brands that kindle feelings of grandeur,
performance and excellence.
It has not been too long since Vistara's
maiden flight took off, and yet these
flash-frame two years have conjured up
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many developments, innovations and
milestones that have defined gamechanging moments in our journey.
Vistara is poised to bring back the charm
of air travel and delight it's customers.
Over the last decade, flying has become a
bare means of getting from one place to
another, more of a chore. At Vistara, we
work with the single focus of making the
experience for a traveller from booking
a ticket to arrival at the destination,
one to remember.

To maximise the comfort and options for
travellers, Vistara introduced product,
service, technology and operational
innovations. As a Full Service Carrier,
Vistara ensures your basic needs of flying in
comfort, such as inflight meals at no extra
cost, luxurious seating, more legroom,
cushy pillows and blankets, are included
in your package by default. Vistata is also
the first airline to introduce the Premium
Economy class in domestic segment in
India. The exclusive class caters to the
discerning customer who values privileges
such as priority boarding & baggage, extra
legroom, exclusive cabin, sumptuous
meals and more.
Vistara has now flown over 3.5 million
customers in two years, 2 million of
whom joined the family in last 11 months.
We are thrilled to have touched the
hearts of so many customers in a short
span of time, and it is heartening when
those who fly with us once return to us,
giving meaning to the work we are doing.
Vistara expanded its network to six new
destinations last year. Standing tall on our
promise to deliver a seamless experience
with intuitive thoughtfulness, Vistara
rolled out numerous offers over the year
gone by. The #VistaraFlyEarly offer was
one such convenient service for our valued
customers. For our corporate customers,
we rolled out the Corporate Upgrade
Offer which allows business travellers
to upgrade from economy to premium
economy with ease. In March last year we
also opened the Vistara Lounge at Terminal
3 of the Indira Gandhi International Airport
amidst fanfare with star cast of the movie

Ki & Ka, Kareena Kapoor and Arjun Kapoor.
This cocoon of comfort, accessible to
Club Vistara Platinum/Gold members
and business class travellers, envelopes
customers in a welcoming array of delightful
services, echoing Vistara’s brand promise
of personalization and seamlessness.
Vistara's frequent flyer program, Club
Vistara, is the fastest rewarding loyalty
program crafted with the aim to cater to
our growing customer base. We recently
added a new Platinum membership level
and a two-track scheme for elite tier
qualification. In 2016, we also launched the
first-of-its-kind Axis Bank Vistara credit
card that offers attractive opportunities
to frequent flyers to earn points and get
exclusive benefits. Additionally, Vistara
launched a suite of ancillary products
and services including advance purchase
of travel e-coupons, upgrade coupons,
lounge passes, excess baggage to name
a few. Through our interline partnerships
with many international airlines including
Singapore Airlines, British Airways, Kenya
Airways, Japan Airlines, KLM, Finnair, All
Nippon Airways, Air France, Emirates and
Turkish Airlines — Vistara today caters to
passengers coming to India from across the
globe. Also, we have recently announced
inter-airline Through Check-In with KLM,
Air France and JAL. All these product and
service enhancements were made keeping
customers' convenience in mind.
Reciprocating our resolve of differentiated
service with affection, we celebrated
#HamariDoosriDiwali by engaging our
customers in a Rangoli contest. Our brand
campaign with Deepika Padukone has

our journey

Cat III Bravo
DGCA

Helping us maintain our
consistency in delivering
operational excellence, we
received the Category III Bravo
certification from the Directorate
General of Civil Aviation.

Top 25
of India's most
promising brands
Vistara made it to the top 25
of India's most promising
brands 2016, researched by
iBrands 360 and evaluated
by the World Consulting and
Research Corporation.

Best New Entrant
APAI award

Best New Entrant (Domestic)
award during the silver jubilee
celebration of Air Passengers
Association of India (APAI).

Most Loved
Airline
Skytrax

Vistata is also the first airline to introduce the Premium
Economy class in domestic segment in India

Vistara was tagged the most
loved airline by leading
air travel review website,
Skytrax. Most recently,
the readers of the coveted
magazine Travel+Leisure
India & South Asia voted us
the Best Domestic Airline
of Asia.
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consecutive year. Vistara also achieved the
distinction of being the top rated Indian
airline on TripAdvisor.com, the world’s most
popular travel reviews site.

We are delighted to have won top accolades and
distinctions by customers and prestigious associations
in the travel and hospitality industry

elevated the profile of Vistara several notches
higher. It has significantly enhanced the
brand presence of Vistara in India and piqued
the interest of many more flyers to want to
experience the new feeling. Our relentless
focus on creating customer value proposition
is helping fortify our brand, steadily winning
the hearts of more and more delighted
travellers.
Throughout the memorable journey last year,
we are delighted to have won top accolades
and distinctions by customers and prestigious
associations in the travel and hospitality
industry. We were conferred with the Best
New Entrant (Domestic) Award during the
Silver Jubilee celebration of Air Passengers
Association of India and tagged as one of
the top 25 of India's Most Promising Brands
2016 by iBrands 360. We received ‘India’s Best
Domestic Airline 2016’ award from Travel
+ Leisure India and was named Runners Up
in the Favourite Domestic Airline category
at the sixth edition of Condé Nast Traveller
India’s Readers’ Travel Awards for the second
24 | Vistara | January 2017

Taking inspiration from the robust heritage
of social service of our parent brands, Tata
and SIA, Vistara endeavours to protect the
environment and serve the marginalised
community. Starting from Vistara's first
flight on 9 January 2015, when we flew 15
underprivileged children from the Salaam
Baalak Trust from Delhi to Mumbai and back,
our CSR journey has spread its wings wider.
In 2016, the Vistara family volunteered over
2000 hours for the service of our community,
and donated commodities of utility including
ration, clothes, toys to our NGO partners
SBT and Goonj. Our employees contributed
towards drought relief in Marathwada and
flood relief in Chennai. Vistara employees
also participated in blood donation camps.
Our employee volunteers participated in
many Tata Group-wide programmes such as
ProEngage, lending their time and skills to
help with specific long-term projects at notfor-profit organisations.
During the Tata Volunteering Week 2016,
volunteers from Vistara accompanied 25
children from the Salaam Baalak Trust, our
NGO partner, for a visit to our catering unit,
TajSats. The educational visit was facilitated
with a view to introduce these children to
the aviation and hospitality sectors. Other
noticeable CSR initiatives in 2016 were the
Vistara Pune team travelling for over 6 hours
to a drought-hit village in Maharasthra to
supply tankers-full of potable water, and
Vistara's resolve to do our bit for the families
of martyred and injured soldiers of Uri.

We were conferred with the Best New Entrant
(Domestic) Award during the Silver Jubilee celebration
of Air Passengers Association of India

We are looking forward to inducting more
aircraft, operate more flights, introduce new
destinations and welcome more customers
in 2017. In the 3rd year of our operations, we
hope to move closer to our vision of becoming
the leading global airline of choice and in the
process, touch lives of all those who make
our journey worthwhile — our customers,
colleagues and the community.
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a confident actor. And then, in more recent times
I would say Piku, which is again a very very special
film — at many levels, at a concept level at an idea
level — I think (it is) a film that will go down in the
history of Indian cinema. I think all of these movies
have been extremely special for me.

Deepika Padukone
As told to: Pranav Kulkarni

Has there been one single life-changing
moment/ experience that you feel defines your
career so far?
I think there have been a couple of those careerchanging moments in my career (sic). The first
one being Om Shanti Om. I think it was a massive
debut and a unique one. I consider myself
extremely lucky and fortunate to have gotten the
opportunity to play a double role and to be in such
wonderful hands and to be presented in such a
wonderful manner.
I think some of the other special films for me were
Love Aaj Kal and then, of course, Cocktail. My
career would be incomplete without mentioning
Cocktail. More than what the film did to my career,
it is also the experience of shooting that film that
changed a lot of things for me. It also made me

We are looking forward to the release of your
film xXx: Return of Xander Cage. Could you share
with us the memories of that one light moment
at the shoot that you will always remember
looking back?
All of it was fun and special, and everyone there
was extremely positive and came there to just
put their best foot forward and make a good film
happen. If I had to pick one fun moment, it would
be every day after lunch, (when) they would serve
us freshly baked cookies, and the entire unit would
rush towards them and the girls and I would just
grab just as many as possible so that we could space
them out and eat them through the day. Those were
really fun times. And we could smell them coming,
because while they were freshly baking them, we
could literally get the whiff of those cookies coming
our way. So I think that is a real fun memory for me.
Your initiatives for mental health are wellknown, is there a probability of seeing you
portraying the subject in a mainstream film?
Yes, sure. If there is an organic way of doing it, most
definitely. For example, Piku is a classic example
or Vicky Donor again, I think these are films
where specific subjects have been taken, put into
mainstream cinema, but they are also carefully
dealt with. How do you make something interesting
and exciting and entertaining, but at the same time,
manage to deliver the message? I think as long as
there is an interesting and a genuine way of telling
that story, I would most definitely be open to that.

I think there have been a couple of those career-changing
moments in my career. The first one being Om Shanti Om
26 | Vistara | January 2017

There’s nothing
more satisfying
for us than to see
our customers
reacting positively
to our product
and service. It is
their goodwill and
support that make
us stronger each
day. We have flown
more than 3.5
million customers
in a short span
of two years
which is a strong
endorsement of
our brand and
a fruition of
our relentless
commitment to
transforming the
flying experience
in India. Vistara
continues to bring
innovative product
and services to suit
the diverse needs
of its customers,
many of whom
are globetrotters
familiar with the
best the world has
to offer.
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No matter what the constraints are, Vistara team doesn’t give
up, ever. Each challenge strengthens the resolve and every
achievement motivates us to work even harder to delight our
customers. The team is determined to realise our vision of
becoming world-renowned airline of choice esteemed for its
exceptional customer service. We swear by the mantra of OTP
(Ownership, Teamwork and Passion) to deliver on our brand
promise, consistently.

yet, he handled his suffering with grace,
dignity and bravery. Every picture of
Nelson Mandela after his release from
prison shows him smiling. I've learned
so much about what true leadership and
humanity means from this great man.

Robin Sharma
As told to: Pranav Kulkarni

You are working on your book- The 5
AM Club. Could you give our readers
an insight into the book?
Yes — my new book is The 5 AM Club and
is based upon the ideas for early rising
and the morning routines of legendary
performers that I've been teaching for
twenty years. By owning our mornings
we set ourselves up to win our days. And
the way we live each day defines how we
craft our lives.
Can you recall that one life changing
experience/ moment which changed
your life forever?
This past July I was allowed into Nelson
Mandela's prison cell on Robben
Island. I'll never be the same after that
profound experience. No bed. Extreme
conditions. Spartan surroundings. And
28 | Vistara | January 2017

What is that one advice you would give
to our readers who want to discover
their real calling?
Tough question — and one I get asked
often at my live events like The Titan
Summit and Personal Mastery Academy.
I'd say trust your instincts over your
intellect. I was a litigation lawyer and
pursued that career because it was
reasonable and my mind told me it would
bring success. But what's the point of
being successful to society yet a failure
to yourself? So I left my job and wrote a
book. That move made no logical sense.
But it felt so right. Instinct is so much
smarter than reason.
Your works often refer to some
philosophies, ideas which are spiritual.
In a world driven by materialism, why
do you think there is an audience for
spiritual ideas?
I've never seen such an appetite for
spiritual guidance. Most people have
tried to find more joy and peace by
owning more things, building more

status and accumulating more power.
Those things are all fine, by the way. We
are human. And we live in the world. But
the smart game is to be in the world but
not attached to it. The Monk Who Sold
His Ferrari and The Leader Who Had No
Title have helped so many millions of
people because it showed them a higher
way to live. One that balanced success
with significance. One that blended
materialism with meaning.
While you have referred to it on
various platforms or in videos/ books,
we would like to tell our readers about
your daily routine. Could you throw
light on it?
My 5 AM Club actually starts around
4:30 am. I just need that runway for a
couple of cups of great coffee and to
write in my journal. I list the things I'm
grateful for, record a blueprint of how I
intend the day to unfold and generally
just download my thoughts in free form.
At 5 am, I do an intense workout to
create a pharmacy of mastery in my brain
and kickstart my metabolic rate. This
sets me up for an ultra-productive day.
While I workout I watch learning videos
or listen to audio books. I also hydrate
with water enriched with antioxidants
and supplements. By 6 am, I'm on fire to
get great things done.
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Kailash Satyarthi
As told to: K V Priya

How did you hit upon the idea of 100 million
for 100 million?
Millions of children took part in the march against
child labour in 1998, and the global campaign for
education. So my belief is that children and youth
can be the most effective agents of change.
They have the power to bring about a new world
order, which is more equitable and just. Since 100
million are victims and survivors and vulnerable
to different forms of exploitation, the other 100
million will help their brothers and sisters.
Is this your final hope?
This is my biggest hope. Simultaneously, I
launched the Laureates and Leaders for Children.
They will be complementary to each other. The
power of youth and the influence of Nobel
laureates will be the strongest force in the world
to change the tide in favour of the neglected,
deprived and marginalised children.
Are global leaders really serious about the
plight of children?
It appeals directly to them. If we are able to
protect one generation, the future generations
will also be protected. I am trying to evoke
compassion in them. Everybody is born with
compassion.
Is there enough budget and institutions in
place to protect children’s rights?
Unfortunately not. Children are not yet our
political, economic and social priority. Most
governments (the world over) do not respect the
constitutional mandates of children.
What is the learning from the Nobel Prize?
I have got about 30,000 invitations from across
the world. They believe that Kailash Satyarthi
is one of them. I am humbled. I feel the heat of
moral pressure as this is the first time that the
Nobel Prize has been awarded for the cause of
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marginalised children. It also points out to the
denial of basic needs.
India has several flagship schemes to its
credit. Do children figure in them?
Unfortunately, India spends only four per cent of
its GDP on education, health and protection of
children combined. About 40 per cent of India’s
population is below 18 and our government
spends only four per cent of its budget on them.
This is the paradox that has to be changed. Unless
we prioritise children in policies, programmes
and budgets, we can never build a strong nation.
You pledged the Nobel Prize money to the
cause of children’s rights. What happened to
the Nobel Medal?
The prize money is being used to fund the
activities of organisations in 140 countries, across
the globe, working for children. Not a penny has
been used by my family or my organisation.
Similarly, the Nobel medal has been dedicated to
the nation. It is the first time that someone born
in India and likely to spend his whole life in India
has received the Nobel Peace Prize. This honour
should go to the people. I have written to the
President of India, Pranab Mukherjee to dedicate
it to the nation. He created a new protocol
to receive the medal. It is now decorating the
President’s museum.

At Vistara, we
ensure that we
minimize the
impact to our
environment owing
to our operations by
deploying sustainable
business practices.
Our endeavour is
also to serve the
underprivileged
and marginalised
communities through
consistent and
targeted actions
by proactively
leveraging our
expertise. Vistara
also gains inspiration
from the robust
heritage of social
service of its
parent brands,
Tata and SIA.
Since the inception
phase, we have
been nurturing a
culture of employee
volunteering. Our
employee volunteers
contribute time,
resources and efforts
towards various
social causes to
make a difference.
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the city of

gardens
There is more to Bengaluru than its towering IT parks and
gardens. Read on for a quick city guide to the charm that is
Namma Bengaluru!
Words : Priti Zararia

B

engaluru, the global hub
for IT, has emerged as
one of the most visited
destinations by Indians
as well as international
business travellers. One of the busiest
metropolitan areas of South India, the
city of gardens has more to it than just IT
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towers, startup headquarters or for that
matter, Vidhana Soudha and Cubbon
Road. For most business travellers who
visit the city on tight schedules, here's a
quick guide to the Silicon City of India.
So the next time you fly to Bengaluru,
take the less beaten path and explore
the city like a local.
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Indulge in spiritual experiences
Iskcon, Dharmaraya Swamy temple, Brindavan ashram

Dharmaraya Swamy Temple
Situated in the heart of the city in
Thigalarpet, this is the only temple in India
dedicated to the Pandavas. The temple is
about 800 years old and hosts Holy Karaga
every April. Karaga festival is celebrated
in honour of Mother Goddess Draupadi.
The festival, lasting for 10 days is symbolic
of the power of women. Visit the temple
during the festival time. It is fascinating to
watch men dressed as women carrying out
the rituals.

Koshy's, Konark, Airlines Hotel

Koshy’s on St Mark's Road
Founded in 1940, It is one of the oldest
restaurants in Bangalore. Known for its
old-world charm, Koshy’s is an institution
of sorts. Locals flock here after their
morning walks. Enjoy a British take on the
humble omelettes, sandwiches and bacon
platter. Must Try: Spanish Omelette, Hash
Brownsette, Hash Browns.

Konark on
Residency Road
A popular South
Indian breakfast
joint is a bit more
refined compared to
the others. The place is
also a great choice for quick lunch. Must
try: Bonda Soup, Masala Dosa.

Iskcon Temple
Located on Hare Krishna Hill in Rajaji
Nagar, Iskcon Temple is a unique blend
of glass and gopurams. The state of the
art cultural complex is conceived to
uphold Hindu traditions and values. The
temple contains six shrines, surrounded
by beautifully landscaped gardens.
The serenity at Iskcon Temple ensures
you disconnect from the grind and get
transported into the spiritual realm.

Brindavan Ashram near
Whitefield
Located near Whitefield Railway
Station, this sprawling campus is a
spiritual retreat of Sri Sathya Sai Baba.
If you are looking to get away from
the hustle bustle of the city, Brindavan
Ashram provides an ideal escape after
a hectic meeting schedule.

AVIATION QUIZ
1. Which place is the aviation manufacturing hub in India?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
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Begin your day
with a sumptuous
breakfast!

Airlines Hotel on Lavelle Road
The vegetarian only restaurant is
popular for breakfast. The outdoor
seating under the banyan tree is idyllic
for a great start to the day. This typical
South Indian joint is abuzz with localites
who gather for quick bites before
heading to work. Must Try: Filter coffee,
Masala Dosa.

Axe Brand
universal oil

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel

travel bleisure

Pubs, Clubs and Nightlife
One night in Bangkok, Watson's bar

Watson’s Bar in Vasant Nagar
Watson’s is known for its location overlooking
the Ulsoor lake. The rooftop terrace is ideal
to start with sundowners and carry on till the
night. The fresh breeze and live music offer
perfect blend for the end-of-day unwind. The
pocket-friendly bar is known for gorgeous
interiors, delicious food and impeccable service.
Must try: Watsons Mirchi Margarita Chilli Corn,
Beef Fry, Cheese Cigars.

One Night in Bangkok in
Indira Nagar
This Thai-themed restaurant is a great
place for retro music. This tiny resto
bar is decently priced and seems to

be a favoured neighbourhood joint.
The crowd is generally older than the
standard pub goers. Must try: The
Muay Thai Punch, Grilled Pork, Fried
Lotus Stem.

Go on a cultural trail
Ranga Shankara Theatre, Jagriti Theatre

Ranga Shankara
Theatre in JP Nagar
Ranga Shankara is a worldclass theatre facility dedicated
to showcasing theatrical
performances from India
and abroad. Their philosophy
of ‘A Play a Day’ ensures
year-round performances
in diverse languages. Check
out their website for the
daily playlist and annual
festivals schedules.
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Jagriti Theatre in
Whitefield
A hub for drama,
workshops and
events, Jagriti Theatre
is another charming
place for live rehearsals
and cultural events.
The Fat Chef restaurant
attached to the theatre
is a great place to
end an evening over a
fine meal.

travel bleisure

For Art Aficionados
Galerie de'arts, Bangalore Palace

Dine like a local

Empire restaurant, Cafe Max, Mosque Road, Khau Galli

Galerie De’Arts in Shivaji Nagar
The gallery is dedicated to hosting
exhibitions of Indian contemporary art
by established and emerging artists. It
is also known as ‘A gallery with a view’.
It is worth spending an enchanting
afternoon at the gallery not only for the
work of art; located on the 11th floor of
Barton Centre, it offers a spectacular
view of the city from the top. Check
their website for specially curated shows
and regular events.

Empire Restaurant in
Indira Nagar
If you are craving for local
non-veg delicacies, head
to the Empire Restaurant.
The chain of restaurants
is famous for being open
till late in the night. It is a
perfect place to gorge on
traditional finger licking food
after a heady pub crawl. Must
try: Ceylon Paratha, Chicken
Kebab, Kerala Paratha, Dosa
Chicken Curry, Coin Paratha.

Cafe Max at Goethe Institute in
Indira Nagar
Rooftop restaurant of Cafe Max is famous for
breakfast or brunch serving authentic German &
European cuisine. The cosy outdoor seating and
the wine lounge exudes a European ambience.
Must try: German Bratwurst.

Bangalore Palace in Vasanth
Nagar
Built during late 19th century by
Wodeyar dynasty, the stone palace
is quite unique with its Tudor style
architecture. The palace is worth visiting
for its vast collection of paintings by
Raja Ravi Varma and other international
artists. The walls are adorned with
thousands of photographs from the
19th century which narrate the history
of the dynasty and their association
with Bengaluru.
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Khau Galli in VV Puram
Famous for street snacks, Khau Galli is a must
visit for the Karnataka takes on Indian snacks.
The stalls serve a variety of local
fast food. Must haves include
Rasgulla chaat - an unusual
combo of sweet and salty
mix at The Chaat Shop, Raj
Kachori & Pure Ghee Dosas
at Shri Vasavi and Akki
Roti & Hollige at Arya Vyasa
Refreshments.

Mosque Road in
Frazer Town
If you happen to be in Bengaluru
around Ramadan do not miss
the street side stalls in Frazer
town. Hit the Mosque Street
for the Iftar feast which starts
in the evening and goes on
till late in the night. Must try:
Haleem, Mutton Kheema with
Idiyappam, Mutton Biryani,
Mutton Samosas.

TRAVEL enroute

The Land Beneath My Wings

Delhi to
Mumbai

45 minutes
45 minutes and the lakes of
Udaipur glisten on the right
and slowly from high above,
we bid goodbye to historic
deserts of Rajasthan and enter
vibrant Gujarat.

As he takes to skies in an Airbus 320, Mike A Johnsingh,
a pilot with Vistara portrays how India looks from inside
the cockpit. This month, we feature one of the busiest
routes in India— Delhi-Mumbai

Mumbai is 688 NM (1275 km) away and
coming closer. A few hundred feet above
the earth and the autopilot mode comes
on in the cockpit.

25 minutes past take off
25 minutes since we got airborne, we are right
next to the pink city, Jaipur, and the Aravali
range begins its run parallel to our flight path on
either side for the next 690 odd km. One of the
oldest mountain ranges on the planet, they stand
out beautifully in the early morning sun light.
The land of the Rajas, Rajathan spreads out to
our right and left. The land on the right further
merges gracefully into the sands of the Thar
desert close to Jodhpur and Osiyan with their
magnificent tales of chivalry, palaces, forts and
historic world of kings and queens.

Delhi
One of the busiest airports
in the world, Indira Gandhi
International Airport is
projected to handle about 100
million passengers by 2030. The
airport was earlier handled by
Air Force before being handed
over to the civilian authorities.
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T

he two powerful jet engines
reach the take-off thrust
and a familiar surge of
adrenaline kicks in. Within
40 seconds the speed
indicator tape is at 135 knots (250 km).
The pilot gently moves the side-stick
back and the Vistara Airbus 320 breaks
bonds smoothly with the bitumen
coated surface of New Delhi runway
29. The gears go up and our destination

The radar scans the airspace for
weather, the Traffic Collision System
‘looks out’ for other aircraft and the GPS
satellite ‘talks’ to the aircraft navigation
system and guides the autopilot more
accurately than what human hands can
ever hope to fly. The incessant chatter in
‘pilot language’ between the controllers
and pilots safely guides the aircraft
through the blue yonder and New Delhi,
the iconic capital of the world’s largest
democracy falls behind in the distance
and the financial capital comes closer.
Welcome on board the flight deck and
join us as we discover- the India beneath
our wings as we fly the new feeling
in the skies towards our destination
Mumbai. It is the most travelled route in
the Indian skies with aircraft stacked up
1000 feet above each other and trailing
each other by a few miles.
The path we trace on the ground is over
some of India’s most scenic landscapes,

65 minutes
Time check one hour five minutes
and we have Baroda and Ahmedabad
on the right and on the far horizon
towards the west is the famous Rann
of Kutch, reputed to be one of the
largest salt deserts of the world. A
sea of white salt, the area is home
to the beautiful pink flamingos,
ancient fossil beds and men with their
magnificently hued turbans.

75 minutes
It is one hour 15 minutes and the famed
diamond polishing city of Surat is just
beneath our right wing. In the cockpit,
the descent planning has commenced
and the crackle of Mumbai air traffic
control now sounds on the head sets. The
descent begins with the engines slowly
spooling to idle thrust settings.

At 36000 ft, the temperature is chilling -46
degrees Celsius outside and the aircraft is
cruising at three-fourth the speed of sound
Mumbai

near and over historic cities, over
different states, deserts, rivers, at a
close distance from the Arabian sea
and its magnificent beaches. As we
close in on Mumbai, the Western Ghats
stand tall and graceful, embedded with
sapphire blue lakes.
Flying is always an enigma. After getting
airborne we turn south and climb with
rates of 4000 feet per minute initially,
gradually reducing to 1000 feet per
minute as we go higher into atmosphere
with rarefied air. As the aircraft slips
smoothly above 10,000 feet and the
portable electronic device light goes
off, an indication for the crew to roll
out the carts and it is time for the taste
buds to enjoy the culinary feast, crafted
by TAJSTATs as they take in the view
from above.
Inside the cockpit, the incessant chatter
on the head sets starts to reduce as the
traffic starts to space out as Delhi falls
away at distance and we fly over the
national highway connecting Jaipur with

Delhi. Climbing to even levels in the sky
and somewhere close 36,000 feet the
aircraft levels out, and the thinner air
helping us go faster. The temperature
is chilling -46 degrees Celsius outside
and the aircraft is cruising at 0.75 Mach
or three-fourth the speed of sound. For
those averse to technical jargon that
translates close to 900 km per hour. To
simplify it for a traveller, Mumbai is close
to one hour forty minutes away, subject
to the winds and air traffic congestion!
It is 25 minutes since we got airborne
and we are flying above the Pink city,
Jaipur. The Aravali range begins to run
parallel to the flight path. Udaipur at
45 minutes, Baroda- 65, Surat- 75 — one
by one, the aerial views of some of the
most iconic locations fall behind.
As the aircraft glides down, the famed
Western Ghats rise to greet us on the
left and welcome us into the state
of Maharashtra. On the right, is the
Arabian Sea, the coastline being home
to the world’s largest fish, the Whale

The Mumbai airport was in
limelight recently when its
Terminal-2 (T-2) was opened
for operations. The massive
structure houses 8, 75,000 sq m
of pavement, over six km of fuel
pipelines, five km drainage lines
and miles of cables.

Shark which come to breed here. The
Western Ghats run parallel to the flight
path on the left and extend all the way
to the Kanyakumari, the southernmost
tip of India. They are also one of the
world's ten biodiversity hotspots and
home to many threatened species.
Mumbai is now only a few minutes
away and technology takes over. The
invisible electromagnetic beams of the
instrument landing system reach out
and merge with the aircraft system and
guide us down onto the runway surface.
With a kiss of rubber on concrete at
one hour 40 minutes, the magic comes
to end till we meet the next time for a
journey, on board a Vistara flight.
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The Benevolent

Brewings
Following the aromatic trails of a smoking hot cuppa
across India and beyond
Words : Ananya Bahl

A

headache, pre-exam tension, heated
political debate, a deadlock at work or (un)
invited guests—there really isn’t anything
that a warm cup of tea can’t fix. Ingrained
in the cultural fabric of India, this elixir-like
beverage has managed to find a place for itself in every
household and public space in the country. It hasn’t even
spared the streets!
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If you ever wondered what the letters CTC
printed on your everyday tea packet meant, they
are — crush tear and curl
Whether you indulge in a leisurely
afternoon tea soiree at a plush hotel
or engage in some ‘chai pe charcha’ at
your favourite street-side tea stall, one
thing is for sure: you’ve been captivated
by the charms of this golden drink. In
fact, you may even be bordering on
tea fanaticism—yes, you, the one who
claims that a morning without a cuppa
is no good morning at all!
The Journey from Bagan to
Cup
Sure, tea brewing is an art, but let’s
rewind a little. What exactly goes
into making a fine cup of tea? A walk
through verdant bagans — or tea
plantations — reveals veritable secrets.
Tea picking follows the ‘two leaves
and a bud’ philosophy. It is an artful
technique of plucking in which exactly
two leaves and a bud are picked at a
time. Of course, if you were to see this
happening live, you’d be impressed by
how, with a swift swish of the hand,

A man
pouring tea
leaves in a
crusher at a
tea factory
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tea-pickers pluck scores of these
combinations from a single plant! The
technique ensures that the tea has the
correct blend and right taste. Typically,
there are four plucking periods: the first
flush, the second — and most prized —
flush and subsequent rain flushes.
From here, the leaves are packed off
to factories, where, with the right
exposure to humidity, they are readied
for sale. You would never imagine the
complex process the leaves undergo to
achieve the perfect brownish-black tan.
To break it down, they are first withered
to remove almost all moisture and then
moved to large machines that crush,
tear and curl the green leaves.
If you ever wondered what the letters
CTC printed on your everyday tea packet
meant, they are — crush tear and curl.
Next, the leaves are fermented using
moisture and voila, out come those
precious copper-black pellets ready to

?

Did You Know
Assam’s Singhpo
tribe is credited with
introducing Major
Robert Bruce to the
delights of Indian tea
in 1823. They still
drink their cuppa
like they did years
ago—sun-drying and
smoking the leaves
before brewing them.
This orange infusion
is had without milk
and sugar, and
prevents diseases like
diabetes and cancer.
The tribe pickles their
tea leaves with spices
and serves fried
white tea flowers with
rice. World famous
author, C S Lewis,
who penned The
Chronicles of Narnia,
is said to have been an
ardent fan of tea.

travel trails

Japanese Tea Ceremony
The Japanese have a special tea
ritual called Chanoyu or Sado for
the preparation and serving of
Japanese green tea. It is served
with sweets to neutralise its bitter
taste. The ceremony is a display
of aesthetically choreographed
movements in which attention is
paid towards making a perfect
bowl of tea. Akatsuki-no-chaji is
a dawn tea ceremony for winters.
Yuuzari-no-chaji is done during
early-evenings in warmer months.
Elaborate tea ceremonies can last
for up to four hours.

Chai on the Word Map
Uppma Virdi, an Indian-Australian
was recently recognised as
Businesswoman of the Year at the
2016 Indian Australian Business and
Community Awards. Unable to find
good tea outlets in the country, she
began introducing Australians to the
delights of Indian masala chai. Indian
chai has also made its presence felt
on menus across the world including
New York's Bombay Sandwich Co,
The Chai Cart in San Francisco and
Dishoom in London where it is boiled
to a syrup to make the Bombay
Colada and mojito-inspired Chaijito.
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The famous
Munnar tea
estate of the
Nilgiri hills,
Kerala

be graded, packed and brewed for your
tea-time enjoyment.
On the Map
India is blessed with topography and
climatic conditions that are conducive to
the growth of tea. Here is a breakdown
of the main tea-producing regions and
what makes them so special.
The Nilgiris are home to various tea
plantations spread across Ooty, Coonoor
and Kotagiri regions. They are known
for their dark, aromatic blends. The
elevated heights of these bagans result
in the production of some of the most
flavoursome teas. The Broken Orange
Pekoe is a famous tea blend produced in
this region.
Assam Tea is mostly grown at sea level

in Balipara, Tinsukia, and Jorhat. The
tea produced here is bright-coloured
and malty in taste. Famous for its black
blends, it is used to make breakfast teas
the world over.
Darjeeling Tea is grown in the highlands
of the hill town of Darjeeling. The tea
leaves are light-coloured, floral blends
known for a characteristic musky
spiciness. Although initially famous for
black tea, the hill station is increasingly
producing a variety of popular Oolong,
green and white teas as well.
Kangra Tea is produced in areas like
Palampur, Dharamsala and Baijnath in
Himachal Pradesh. The tea grown here is
pale-coloured and has a unique flavour.
Some of the famous blends from the

“There are few hours in life more agreeable
than the hour dedicated to the ceremony
known as afternoon tea.”
– Henry James, Author

travel trails

inverted commas

“Some people will tell you
there is a great deal of
poetry and fine sentiment
in a chest of tea.”
– Ralph Waldo Emerson
Essayist

“Where there’s tea,
there’s hope.”
– Arthur Wing Pinero
Actor

In Tea tasting parlance, the brewed liquid is
called liquor and the residue of the tea leaves is
the infusion
region include silver needle white tea,
rose tea and saffron green tea.
A Tasteful Art
Tea aficionados will vehemently
denounce the way most people grab a
quick cup of tea on the go. Connoisseurs
opine that tea tasting is an art in itself,
one that involves attention to detail and
careful savouring of the brewed liquid. It
is an exercise that needs to be pondered
and meditated on, not something that is
hastily participated in.
The first step is to start with the
inspection of the tea leaves. They should
be of an even size, brownish-black in
colour and free of fibre or dust. Jet
black means they are of inferior quality
because of over exposure to heat. 2.5g

of tea powder is brewed in boiling water
for five minutes. The brewed liquid is
called liquor and the residue of the tea
leaves is the infusion. Even the residue is
examined to note the consistency of the
tea! The final step is to sip a spoonful of
the tea liquor and swirl it on the palate
after which comments are made on its
taste. This is done for various grades of
CTC and Orthodox varieties of tea.
Here’s Your Chance to Indulge
Pop culture made coffee shops cool
places to hang out. However, recently,
tea cafes are quite the rage, with people
ditching their humble cuppa at home to
spend time with friends over a piping
hot brew at stylish outlets. Mumbai’s Taj
Lands End has introduced a new high
tea menu comprising fruity Kenilworth
Women pluck tea leaves in Darjeeling

“If you are cold, tea will
warm you; if you are too
heated, it will cool you;
If you are depressed, it
will cheer you; If you are
excited, it will calm you.”
– William Ewart Gladstone
Former British PM
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Sikkim

Unlike its neighbouring
states which have ventured
into green, white and oolong
teas, Sikkim produces black
tea. Interestingly, it is also
a producer of cardamom, a
common spice in Masala chai

Himanchal
pradesh

Known for the famous Kangra
tea. The region produces
black as well as green teas
and was given Geographical
recognition for its peculiar
characteristics in 2005

Tamil
Nadu

Nilgiri Tea which is grown in
Tamil Nadu is sought after
in the international market.
In 2006, a Nilgiri tea variety
fetched $ 600 per kg, the
highest auction price in
international market

Assam

Discovered by Scottish
adventurer, Robert Bruce in
1823, Assam is the only place
with native tea plants besides
South China
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For a glimpse of the old-world
charm, have a cup of tea at the
iconic Glenary’s in Darjeeling

Estate Midgrown blends, woody
Gopaldhara Silver White Tips along with
delectable Pastesis de nata and Bifanas
for you to bite into at its Atrium Lounge.
Irani chai and bun maska are best
enjoyed at Kyani & Co. at Marine Lines.
Chaayos in New Delhi experiments with
12,000 tea blends. Hauz Khas’s Elma’s
Bakery is famous for English-style
scones, cakes and tea blends. In
Bengaluru, head to Infinitea Tea Room &
Tea Store for a different retail-restaurant
experience where you can savour blends
from across the country and buy some,
too. For old-world charm, have a cup of
tea at the iconic Glenary’s in Darjeeling.

1233.14
million kgs

India recorded total tea
production of 1233.14 million
kgs during the financial year
gone by, which is the highest
ever recorded by the country
so far. As compared to 201415, the total tea production
registered an increase of
35.96 million kgs which is 3
per cent more than last year.

4493.10 cr
record exports

Indian tea achieved another
milestone during the
financial year 2015-16
when it registered export
figures of 232.92 million kg
valued at Rs. 4493.10 crore,
breaching the 230 million kg
mark after 35 years. During
1980-81, India had exported
231.74 million kg. Prior to
that, during 1976-77 and
1956-57, the exports were
242.42 and 233.09 million kg
respectively.

Vistara experience

Yearbook

2016
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Memories hold people together
in a way nothing else can. Here
is a collage of our favourite 2016
moments at Vistara
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current affairs catalyst

Decoding

demonetisation

India's recent demonetisation drive has been grabbing headlines nationwide.
Here's a ready reckoner on demonetisation and its impact on future

number game

10,000
The highest
denomination note
ever printed by RBI in
1938, 1954.

97%

of all transactions by
volume are done in cash.

30 %

Of Indian population
has access to the
banking system as per
data compiled by the
banking division of the
Finance Ministry.

4.27lakh
Crore worth of
notes were issued
within a month of the
government order.
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What is demonetisation?
The
Oxford
dictionary
defines
demonetisation as — the act to “deprive
(a coin or precious metal) of its status as
money”. The process involves scrapping of
existing currency notes with new ones or
simply introducing replacements for the
existing ones. There are various reasons
why governments demonetise currencies.
While curbing corruption or black money
is one, combating inflation, fake currency
in circulation and severing terrorist funds
may be others.
Has demonetisation been done in
the past?
PM Modi's November announcement
is not the only instance when high
denomination notes have been scrapped.
On January 11, 1946, the government
promulgated an ordinance to announce
that the high denomination notes of `500,
1000 and 10,000 would be illegal effective
January 12, 1946. Even then the official
government stand was that the move was
taken to strike the black capitalists. The
higher denomination banknotes in `1000,
5000 and 10,000 were reintroduced in the
year 1954 and were again demonetised in
January 1978 during the then Janata Dal
government's tenure.
How does it affect the economy?
As per the details revealed by the Finance
Ministry, the total number of bank notes
in circulation rose by 40 per cent between
2011 and 2016. The increase in the number
of notes of `500 denomination was 76
per cent and for `1,000 was 109 per cent
during this period. Concerned parties
suggest that the move comes at a time
when the Indian economy is struggling

with a slowdown. With the higher
denomination notes constituting 86 per
cent of the total currency in circulation
scrapped, sectors such as farming, retail,
transport — which generally deal in cashare likely to face a setback. The decision
has so far broadly affected those who hold
cash. For individuals who have converted
their wealth into land, gold and assets, the
impact will only be marginal. Many experts
hold a viewpoint that whatever cannot be
brought/ shifted to banks is a loss to the
economy and may have a dragging effect
on the economic growth. On similar lines,
cash- deprived smaller firms with limited
or no access to credit may be forced to
shut down in future. Pro demonetisation
voices, however, consider the move a
bitter pill that had to be swallowed for a
revival of the economy in the longer run.
The decision makers claim that the
act will put a curb on black money. Is
that likely?
According to the Finance Ministry press
note dated November 8, the World Bank
in July 2010 estimated the size of India's
shadow economy at 20.7 per cent of the

Many experts hold
a viewpoint that
whatever cannot be
brought/ shifted to
banks is a loss to the
economy

GDP in 1999 and rising to 23.2 per cent in
2007. Similar estimates have been made
by other Indian and international agencies
over the subsequent years. “It deprives
Government of its legitimate revenues
which could have been otherwise used for
welfare and development activities,” the
note said. The estimated size of India's
shadow economy is over $ 2 trillion. In a
recent interview to Firstpost, Prof Arun
Kumar, noted economist and author of The
Black Economy in India, cited how there
needs to be a clearer understanding of the
difference between black money, black
income and black wealth. Kumar cited how
black money is possibly one per cent of the
black wealth. Given that demonetisation
does not put an end to the generation of
black wealth, demobilisation of cash is
not enough to collapse the black economy
— he said. An article in the Economist
cited how “Much of the wealth of those
enriched by the black economy would be
insulated because lots of their lucre is
held not in cash but in property, gold or
jewellery”. The same story observed how
the fear that demonetisation could be
used in future could “weaken confidence
in the currency as a store of value—paving
the way for some broader institutional
failure, like hyperinflation.”
Have other countries undergone
demonetisation in the past?
The EU had replaced a large number of
currencies in 2002 when they adopted
the Euro. The Philippines had in 2015
withdrawn its old Peso notes. Zimbabwe
had given a three-month window to its
citizens before replacing the dollar to
counter its hyperinflation that stood at a
whopping 231,000,000 per cent.

Interesting facts
"I promise to pay" clause

As per Section 26 of Reserve Bank
of India Act, 1934, the Bank is liable
to pay the value of banknote. The
promissory clause printed on the
banknotes "I promise to pay the
bearer the sum of Rupees …” is a

statement which means that the
banknote is a legal tender for the
specified amount. The obligation on
the part of the Bank is to exchange
a banknote with bank notes of lower
value or other coins which are legal
tender under the Indian Coinage Act,

2011, of an equivalent amount.

Currency paper is composed of
cotton and cotton rag.

Notes are printed at four printing

presses located at Nashik, Dewas,
Mysore and Salboni. Coins are

minted at the four mints at Mumbai,
Noida, Kolkata and Hyderabad.

15 languages appear in the language
panel of banknotes in addition to
Hindi prominently displayed in the
centre of the note and English on the
reverse of the banknote.
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Designer

Visionnaire

Mussoorie, London and visit to an ice lake outside Salzburg —
fashion designer Tarun Tahiliani, who has now forayed into designing
for homes, has a packed travel itinerary ahead
Words : Aroma Sah Anant

From being known for bridal wear, you
have forayed into designing homes and
designing for homes. Were you always
inclined towards interior designing?
Yes, I was always inclined towards
home design, amongst other things,
and what a house should look like. I am
a crab or Cancer by nature and I like to
spend a lot of time at home, so it must
be comfortable, aesthetic, it must work
through the seasons, it must be warm
and enveloping. It is where I spend most
of my time when I am not at work and
since my eyes are very attuned to designs
and more importantly seeing good
designs, it is very important that my
home fulfils these requirements.
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How does your thought process change
when designing clothes to designing
rugs for homes?
The thought process does not change, you
approach it the same way. At least, I’ve not
been aware of it. Clothes are to be lived
in and re-worn. Homeware is to be lived
amongst and felt in a different way, you
feel a rug with your feet. It must last for,
perhaps, hundreds of years. Now, there,
you have to think differently.
How did designing carpets happen?
Obeetee is a pioneer in making in an
organised way the finest quality of rugs.
They have been wonderful collaborators —
they have given me their master craftsmen,

Leading the couture
movement in India,
Tarun Tahiliani says
he is more inclined
towards creating art
that lasts longer

About Obeetee
Obeetee, a global leader in
handwoven rugs, is one of
the largest and the most
modern rug manufacturing
facilities in the world.
Over 25000 + independent
weavers create woven
carpets, using traditional
artisanal skills that have
been handed down through
generations.

Fashion trends

A friend of mine from London called, she said
“architecture is literature in stone.” Architecture
lives a long life, it has longevity. I like that about it.
and even locked the factories to protect the
designs. This project has been three years in
the making and I am very proud of the rugs
we have designed.

look at museums. I am, surprisingly, not so
interested in fashion stores. Maybe because
I am not so interested in commodity but, in
things that last longer.

What inspires your designs — be it couture
or carpet?
When I sit down to design, there is no
particular thing that goes on in my mind. My
mind is normally in some particular state or
place and thinking about a particular idea or
an inspiration or a book or a film I have seen
or a shape I might have just been looking at
or things that I have been looking at from my
research. So, it basically starts to extrapolate
from that and to overlay that with my
particular sensibility which might be draping
in clothes or very tangled drip like forms like
dripping grids in my painting. It’s a process
that keeps going back and forth.

What’s next on your travel list?
My next trip is for New Year in Mussoorie and
then I am going to London, then I am going
to be on an ice lake outside Salzburg for eight
days in January!

What do you do in your spare time?
I don’t have a lot of spare time but when I
do, I love to travel. I just flew down The Wild
Coast of South Africa in a micro-light. So it
was flying along the ocean in a tricycle, open
to the wind and the rocks looked like a Shanti
Dave painting, I love the old Shanti Dave
landscapes which are these great textural
gobs of oil paint. To me, it was one of the
most exhilarating things I did. I go to spas,
to regain my mental and physical health, I go
to meditation camps, I love the mountains, I
read a lot and I do like watching some films.
Does travel inspire you?
Yes, it does. I went to Rome twice this year.
I go relentlessly to look at architecture, to

What’s your constant travel companion?
My sketchbook. I don’t really pen down my
thoughts. I doodle and scribble all the time on
a piece of paper. I am now trying to rationalise
this process and carry a sketchbook, but
somehow, it feels all bound up. It is much
more fun scribbling on scraps of paper.
After couture, home interiors, carpets,
what’s next?
I love jewellery, I have been doing bits of
it. And, I want to do a lot more home and
interior design. A friend of mine from London
called, she said: “architecture is literature
in stone”. It has always stuck with me.
Architecture lives a long life, it has longevity.
I like that about it. Fashion increasingly has
become seasonal and quick, so fashion based
on the drapes of India is fun but architecture
is the real thing.
Tarun Tahiliani dabbles in so many creative
ventures? What keeps him going?
Just my zest for life, I would say. And, I have
been blessed with a great amount of energy,
to the horror of all the people who work
for me.

AVIATION QUIZ
2. In which year did the commercial jet service begin?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
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THE INSTA ADDICT
From finding out the wifi password and then staying glued to their phones, insta
addicts are everywhere. Right from checking in to the traditional click of the
boarding pass, they do not miss out on anything to make their insta feed full of
their flight adventures. It is entirely possible that if you scroll through their feed
not only will you see numerous images of clouds captured from inside the flight
window but even the in-flight meal enjoying online attention.

known strangers at the

airport

Next time you go to the airport, spot these seven types of
travellers as you wait to board the flight
Words : Mohona Banerjee

THE COUPLE GOALS
Hand in hand, coordinated,
matching sneakers, the very
personal bubble of love can
be easily and very commonly
spotted at every airport. The
over affectionate gestures and
the ability to be completely
engrossed in each other
may generate a whole lot of
#couplegoals on social media
but their obliviousness to the
surrounding may occasionally
be annoying. Do not miss out
on the longing glances they
keep casting at each other
while they wait in queues.
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THE BACKPACK HIPSTER
The laid-back air of the backpacker
is definitely enviable. The sense of
ease in being at an airport emotes
they have been travelling for long
enough to consider airport their
second home. They are bound to
know the best bathrooms in the
vicinity and also the best places
to eat. Also in times of need,
their backpacks yield a host of
surprises, from safety pins to
mosquito repellents.

Fashion palette

THE EXTRA BAGGAGE
Some people are born rebels.
So when they read the
maximum luggage weight
issued by the airlines, they
seem to bring on extra luggage
simply as an act of defiance.
Most times such fliers carry
bags which rival their own
size and you can always find
these travellers haggling or
declining to pay the fine the
extra baggage incurs. Do not
be surprised if they try to hog
your overhead space as well
just to accommodate their
own vast amount of luggage.

THE FASHION FLEEKSTER
The perfect outfit. Check. Matching
accessories. Check. On fleek makeup.
Check. No airport is complete without
its own fashionistas. Regardless of
gender, there is always someone at the
boarding gate whose high fashion sense
matches perfectly with his/ her branded
luggage. Flawless to a fault, do not be
surprised if the divas even match their
neck pillows.

Almost everyone knows someone who missed their
flight for being lost in the duty-free zone of an airport

THE MAIDEN VOYAGER
Eyes glued to the flight information screen, nervous
gestures, hands reaching out inside the purse every
five minutes to check for the boarding pass, unsure
of checking in their laptop for screening, shushing
everyone else every time there is an announcement
— are few of the trademark signs of a first-time
flier. Unmistakable and easily identifiable, a firsttime flier always displays a cocktail of emotions
varying from anxiety, near hysteria, confusion and
effusive joy of a new experience.
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THE SHOPAHOLIC
One word that is bound to
get the attention of every
shopaholic in the world —
duty-free. Every airport is
abuzz with shopaholics going
gaga over the huge array
of duty-free products that
they try their level best to
cram in their bags. Perfumes,
cosmetics and liquor
generally top the list. Almost
everyone knows someone
who missed their flight for
being lost in the duty-free
zone of an airport.

LIVE YOUR LIFE WITH DIGNITY..
Urinary incontinence or the loss of bladder control is a common and often an embarrassing problem. 3 out of 10
women and 1 out of 10 men experience slight bladder leakage at some stage in life. If you are living with incontinence,
we have an ultimate solution for you..

ROMSONS introduces
ADULT DIAPERS, a design breakthrough specially designed to fit both men and
women. It offers superior leakage protection. The unique pads with extra locking layer locks the fluid immediately
and keeps the user dry and clean. It provides outstanding dryness and comfort. You can be assured you have the
protection you need throughout the day, however active you are!!
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RGI MEDITECH PVT. LTD. J-31, Sector 63, NOIDA-201301 (INDIA) ; Tel : +91 11 42630000; Web : www.romsons.com

people personality

breaking the

silence

The voice of reason in the dark, Deepika speaks out on the
necessity to overcome the stigma of depression
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Deepika, why mental health? What
prompted you to set up TLLLF (The Live
Love Laugh Foundation)?
In 2014, when I was diagnosed with
anxiety and depression and was
undergoing treatment, I realised there
were many others who were struggling
just like me. Mental Health in India is
being viewed as India’s next big health
and societal crisis. Experts predict
that one in five Indians will suffer from
depression during their lifetime.
Despite millions of people who are
affected, the majority do not seek help
due to lack of awareness and the huge
societal stigma around depression.
People do not reveal the agony that they
themselves or their loved ones are going
through for fear of being branded as
weak or mad.
So in 2015 on New Year’s Day, I decided
to take my struggle with anxiety and
depression to the world with the hope
that this would encourage others like
me to break through the stigma, come
out and seek help. Six months later, The
Live Love Laugh Foundation (TLLLF), was
registered as a Charitable Trust on June 1,
2015, with Anna Chandy, Dr Shyam Bhat,
Anirban Blah and Nina Nair serving as
trustees. We formally launched TLLLF
on October 10, 2015 - World Mental
Health Day.

David Liano is the first man in the history to double summit Mount Everest in one climbing season.
Liano, a well-wisher of the foundation, with the LLLF logo at the summit of Mount Everest after he
dedicated his climb to survivors.

You have launched the Dobara Poocho
campaign a few weeks ago. Can you
take us through the thinking behind
the campaign?
Dobara Poocho, meaning Ask Again,
which was launched on October 10,
2016, is India's first nationwide public
awareness campaign on mental health.
With this campaign, our aim is to bring
conversations around mental health into
the mainstream and inspire people to
reach out to those who could be suffering
from mental health disorders. In the
normal course of life, we are all so busy
with our own lives that we rarely have
the time or make the effort to be truly

concerned about the well-being of our
loved ones. Those facing mental health
challenges need love and support. TLLLF’s
sincere hope is that Dobara Poocho will
inspire all of us to become a little more
sensitive to the people around us, look out
for those who might have mental health
issues and guide them to take the right
action on the road to good mental health.
The film (created as a part of the
campaign) features simple stories of
regular people courageously facing and
fighting depression. It is a testament to
the strength and courage of the human
spirit. The print campaign showcases real

When I was diagnosed with anxiety and depression and was
undergoing treatment, I realised there were many others who
were struggling just like me
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people who have gone through or are going
through depression.
Doctors are an obvious audience, but
why school students?
We believe that schools can be the
first line of defence for emotional and
mental health disorders in our youth. The
#YouAreNotAlone program is our attempt
to equip school students and teachers to
deal with mental health challenges that
they, their friends or their family members
may confront.
What other ways does TLLLF help those
in need and build awareness? How much
does TLLLF leverage social media?
We have tied up with four helplines that
are listed on our website, which those in
need can approach. We also created India's
first comprehensive database of all mental
health professionals and institutions. It is
available on our website. Our website is
also available in Hindi. Both our website are
rich in content.

In the normal
course of life, we
rarely have the
time or make the
effort to be truly
concerned about
the well-being of
our loved ones.
Those facing mental
health challenges
need love and
support
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Tell us about some of the work TLLLF has
done since its launch.
In the 12 months following our launch, we
identified three areas that we wanted to
focus on: a program for schools, a program
for General Physicians and an awareness
program for the general public.
The program we launched for students
and teachers is called #YouAreNotAlone.
So far we have covered 6343 students and
1524 teachers across more than 30 schools.
Our program for General Physicians is
called #TogetherAgainstDepression and
we have helped to sensitise nearly 1500
doctors on depression.
Any special message to our readers?
I believe its time for all of us to become a
little more sensitive towards ourselves and
the people around us. To those afflicted, I
want you to know that there is hope... Live,
Love, Laugh.

So far, we have had more than 12 lakh
people visit our websites. We have also just
launched our website in Spanish!
We have close to 70,747 engaged users
on our social media properties and have
reached out to around 3.5 million people
through our Facebook posts and created
5.72 million impressions through our tweets.

TLLLF has made donations to NGOs that
work for creating a livelihood for people
with mental health issues. In addition,
we have inked partnerships with the
Indian Medical Association and the Indian
Psychiatric Society to deliver our school
and GP programs.

AVIATION QUIZ
3. Identify this aircraft.

Answers in the next issue of
Vistara magazine.

tech-know innovation

aiming for the

moon

As TeamIndus, India's sole entry to the Google Lunar XPRIZE, gets
ready to launch its moon- bound spacecraft in 2017, a glance at the
interesting facts behind the mission
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n late 2017, seven years after a
group of Indian entrepreneurs
with no aerospace experience
signed up to make an impossible
dream come true, TeamIndus
will launch its Spacecraft bound for the
Moon aboard the Polar Satellite Launch
Vehicle (PSLV). If successful, TeamIndus
may become the first private entity
in the world to soft-land on the lunar
surface, a feat previously accomplished
by the USSR, the United States and
China. Axiom Research Labs, registered
as TeamIndus, is the only Indian team
competing for the Google Lunar XPRIZE
(GLXP), the unprecedented $30 million
competition that aims to "ignite a new
era of space exploration by lowering the
cost and inspiring the imagination of

the next generation". To win the prize,
privately funded teams must land their
spacecraft on the surface of the Moon,
travel 500 meters, and broadcast high
definition video, images, and data back
to Earth.
“Unlike most other teams in GLXP,
Teamindus was started by ordinary folks
with neither any aerospace experience
nor deep pockets, both of which are
prerequisites when it comes to space.
One of the foundational principles
of TeamIndus is to make space more
accessible to everyone. Thus the
TeamIndus Mission was designed to
be the most open and accessible space
mission ever. That is the reason why the
central thought guiding the Mission is
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TeamIndus members: the brains behind the mission

“India is at the cusp
of dramatic change.
We are ready to take
to the global stage
in demonstrating a
capability for building
deep technology and
competing with the best
in the world. I invested
in TeamIndus because
they’re the face of New
India, and I believe they
will inspire the next
generation of innovators
and achievers.”
– Nandan Nilekani
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to be #HarIndiankaMoonshot.,” Rahul
Narayan, TeamIndus’ Fleet Commander
said. Earlier, he had said that the mission
will help India join an exclusive club
of nations with proven technology to
soft-land on the Moon, thereby opening
newer avenues of space exploration for
the benefit of all humankind. “Programs
like these are a testimony to the Indian
Government’s Make in India initiative
in the increasingly competitive world of
New Space companies,” he had said.
XPRIZE is an innovation engine, a
facilitator of exponential change and
a catalyst for the benefit of humanity.
According to TeamIndus, the mission
takes its character from this ideal and is
driven by its inclusive nature, providing
opportunities for students to fly
experiments to the moon, mechanisms
for supporters to get a ringside view of
the engineering as well as for brands to
enable and partner this historic journey.
TeamIndus’ journey has received support
from a wide range of business leaders
including Ratan Tata, Nandan Nilekani,

lunar gadgets
The Spacecraft is expected
To serve as a “point to point”
payload delivery system.
Carry out majority of operations
on its own after it is released in the
moon's orbit by the launch vehicle.
Be capable of landing on its own
and interestingly, also select the
site for landing while avoiding basic
hazards.
On the basis of the competition
requirements, the Rover is expected to
Travel at least 500m distance on the
moon.
Function efficiently and effectively
during the lunar day.
Be compact, lightweight while
being capable of surviving extreme
lunar conditions.
Function in multiple modes
including Remote controlled, Play &
Critical modes.
Capture high definition and
stereoscopic photographs, video
and any related scientific data.

Affiliated to CBSE, New Delhi

Affiliation No: 1730551

BIRLA
MINDS ON WINGS

The school has been
accredited with

British Council
International
School Award(ISA)
2015-2018.

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
KISHANGARH, AJMER
An English Medium Co-educational Fully Residential School

Nourishing future leaders with Indian values.

Awarded
‘Gold Rating’
by IGBC

Birla International School is a global community of students.
Reasons to choose Birla International School
Separate air-conditioned hostels for boys and girls, airconditioned classrooms
Teacher pupil ratio is 1:12.
Wi-fi campus with Smart classrooms, Library fully equipped
with digital content, tablets for learners.
Indian classical and instrumental music, Dance, Art & Craft,
Painting, Dramatics, Debate, Public Speaking, Wood work,
Gardening, Students’ Guild, National & International tours etc.
A wide spectrum of Sports facilities including Cricket,
Basketball, Tennis, Badminton, Swimming,Volleyball,
Gymnastics, Horse riding, Skating, Rifle shooting backed by
the expertise of professional coaches.
International Exchange Programs.
Spacious dining hall backed with an ultramodern kitchen
serving a wholesome diet of vegetarian delicacies.
A well equipped wellness centre with paramedical staff and a
resident doctor available for 24 x 7.
Coaching classes for entry into professional streams by
outsourced faculty.

Birla International School,
82 Km, Jaipur-Ajmer Highway, Kishangarh,
Ajmer-305801,Rajasthan
Call: 9251028301/311/307/330 | E-mail:
bisk.admission@gmail.com, bisk.principal@gmail.com

Admission Open
for the session

2017-18
in classes III to IX
and XI
(Science,
Commerce &
Humanities stream)
Online registration is
available on the
website:
www.bisk.edu.in
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20kg
Scientific
Playload

MISSION OVERVIEW
Mission Specifications
The following
represents a set of
Level 1 requirements
for the Team Indus
Mission. These
requirements
represent a costeffective approach to
design, development,
qualification & launch of
flight hardware.

ISRO's PSLV that will inject the spacecraft into an orbit 880 X 70,000 km around the earth

TeamIndus

TeamIndus is the only Indian
team competing for the
Google Lunar XPRIZE. For
demonstrating its landing
technology, TeamIndus has
already won a $1 million
terrestrial milestone prize.
A team of over 100 engineers
including 20 retired ISRO
scientists are indigenously
designing the TeamIndus
Lunar Spacecraft and Rover
in Bengaluru.

Axiom Research Labs, an
Aerospace startup based
out of Bengaluru, India has
registered for the Google
Lunar X Prize as "TeamIndus".
TeamIndus is the only Indian
entry in this global challenge.
TeamIndus aims for a launch
before December 2017 in its
bid to win this international
prize. TeamIndus is developing
a Lunar landing Spacecraft
within the Indian design and
development infrastructure.
This mission attempts to
create a basis for future robotic
exploration and scientific
mission at greatly reduced
costs and turnaround times.
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Sachin and Binny Bansal of Flipkart,
Anand Deshpande of Persistent Systems
and stock market investors Rakesh
Jhunjhunwala, Ashish Kacholia and R K
Damani amongst others. The TeamIndus
spacecraft has been designed and
developed in Bengaluru by a 100-person
engineering team including 20 retired
ISRO scientists. In a launch window
starting on December 28, 2017, the PSLV
will inject the spacecraft into an orbit
880 X 70,000 km around the earth. The
spacecraft will then undertake a 21-day
journey to soft-land in Mare Imbrium, a
region in the North-Western hemisphere
of the Moon. After landing in Mare
Imbrium, the spacecraft will deploy all its
payload including the TeamIndus Rover
that will traverse 500 meters on the
Moon’s surface in order to accomplish its
Google Lunar XPRIZE objectives.

Descent
Starts at an
attitude of
12.4km

2. Create a modular
spacecraft bus
platform, which would
be suitable for a variety
of future missions
3. Design a mission
strategy that is suitable
for lunar equatorial
landing
4. Be operational for at
least one lunar day
5. Perform a controlled
descent that survives
the impact from landing
on minor slopes

TLI with delta
V of 350m/s
would set the
craft on LTT

6. Support a camerabased payload capable
of 360-degree stereo
images and hi-definition
video
7. Generate engineering
data to help with
further development,
refinement of the Lunar
Lander bus.

ABOUT GOOGLE LUNAR XPRIZE
Google Lunar X Prize is igniting a new
era of lunar exploration by offering the
largest international incentive prize of
all time. A total of $30 million in prizes
is available to the first privately funded
teams to safely land a robot on the
surface of the Moon, have that robot
travel 500 meters over the lunar surface,
and send video images and data back to
the Earth.

1. Deliver a minimum
of 20 kg payload to the
lunar surface

PSLV injects
spacecraft into
orbit of 800km x
70,000km

photo frames

birds without

borders
The migration pattern of birds has not only captured the imagination
of ornithologists but also shutter-bugs
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great white pelican
(Pelecanus onocrotalus)
Generally distributed throughout
Southeastern Europe, Asia and
Africa, they migrate to India during
the month of February.
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yellow wagtail
(Motacilla flava)
The Yellow Wagtail, which
breeds in parts of Asia and
Europe, migrates early to
India during winters and
generally flocks with cattle and
domesticated animals.

Bluethroat
(luscinia svecica)
Pretty and musical, the
Bluethroat breeds in cold
climates such as Alaska but
migrates to India and nearby
continents during winters.
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Eurasian Wigeon
(Anas penelope)
The Eurasian Wigeons,
particularly noticeable for their
russet colour and plummage,
migrate to north and West India.

Black tailed godwit
(Limosa limosa) near
Pune, Maharashtra
Considered the ambassador
of Poland's wildlife, the Godwit
migrates to a diverse range of
landscapes. Their migration
ground stretches from West
Africa to India during winters.
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The greater flamingo
(Phoenicopterus roseus)
Considered the state bird of Gujarat, the
beautiful Greater Flamingos can be observed
at Nal Sarovar Bird Sanctuary, Khijadiya Bird
Sanctuary, Flamingo City and in the Thol Bird
Sanctuary during the winters.
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tarot

Monthly Forecast
aries

leo

sagittarius

Mar 21 - Apr 19

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

Someone is likely to repose full faith in you in
all important issues at work. Your inner desires
and wishes are likely to get fulfilled soon. A
game of one-upmanship may ensue on the
social front.
Lucky Color: Cream

Make the best of the opportunities coming
your way on the professional front. Profits
are set to steadily increase giving a boost
to your standard of living. Love beckons the
lonely hearts and may lead to romance.
Lucky Color: Green

Last moment deadline projects may keep
coming your way. You remain financially
secure by taking good investment
decisions. A major household item may
be purchased.
Lucky Color: Indigo

taurus

virgo

capricorn

Apr 20 - May 20

Aug 23 - Sep 22

Dec 22 - Jan 19

Money matters shall easily sort out keeping
you financially stable. Those ailing are likely to
recover and enjoy good health soon. Visiting
someone close is likely to provide immense
satisfaction.
Lucky Color: Coffee

If it is financial support that you are looking
for, your friends or associates may be more
than willing to help. Excellent results in a
competition may encourage you to venture
into a new field.
Lucky Color: Dark Slate Grey

Luck shall favour those who are in
academics. Additional responsibilities at
work shall improve your professional life.
There shall be a definite improvement in
your financial front.
Lucky Color: Magenta

gemini

libra

aquarius

May 21 - June 20

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Jan 20 - Feb 18

You will take every opportunity to understand
the finer points of a new responsibility and
excel at your professional front. Money due
to you may not be immediately received, but
you will get it in due course of time.
Lucky Color: Metallic Blue

Preparations for an approaching event are
likely to begin in full swing. The financial
front will be safe and sound. Your love
interest is likely to give positive signals.
Travelling to some place exotic is possible.
Lucky Color: Saffron

Despite a lot happening in your personal life,
things are set to move in the right direction.
Free-lancers may have to tap newer sources
of earning, as the ones in existence threaten
to dry up.
Lucky Color: Parrot Green

cancer

scorpio

pisces

June 21 - July 22

Oct 23 - Nov 21

Feb 19 - Mar 20

Make more efforts at normalising a
relationship, as your current efforts are falling
short. A risk taken in a business venture shall
yield good returns. You may plan something
exciting to avoid boredom.
Lucky Color: Baby Pink

Keep yourself away from interfering in other’s
life. A lover may say the words you were
longing to hear. You may not agree with a
suggestion at work even if it comes from a
senior, but your stand will be appreciated.
Lucky Color: Lavender

If you are planning to escape the daily
grind, the month offers a great opportunity
for travelling to some place peaceful. Those
new to the job may find it difficult to cope
up with the workload.
Lucky Color: White

Manisha Koushik, tarot card reader
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Celebrity tarot card reader, numerologist, vaastu and fengshui
expert Manisha Koushik gives an insight into what the month ahead has in store for each Sun sign.
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M I R A C L ES O F

NUMEROLOGY

Sandhiya Mehta is an Ace Numerologist, vast expert and now a worldwide brand who represents
success and growth, for herself and for people she counsels. She has expanded the numerological
field with her research and knowledge, and with advanced experiences has helped her to help
every human soul in return, to guide them to their enchanting dreams, gain power over their
fortunes and to come alive.
au of bright lights and her charismatic personality, she has achieved of what many
With an aura
dream. She is in the field for more than thirty years, and in this journey has helped and exchanged
energies and ideas, guided people to lead better lives, has received dozens of honours and
recognitions, like ‘The Nari Ratna award, Indira Gandhi Priyadarshani Award, Rastriya Ratan award,
Mahila Shiromani award, 4p Brand recognitions, ‘The Global Indian Leaders excellence award and
many more such appreciations.
————Numerology is the most accurate predictive science, and has evolved from the ages of people
counting stars as numerical references to today where we add up all the calculations and we have
an outcome that guides you to the events in your life, and stay prepared for them.“To a person
who seeks success, my system will bring success, happiness and prosperity. And to those who
are already successful it will bring sustainability, positive reinforcements, further success and
introduce to a new and higher perspective and lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods
li have just tried to be better in what
“I am someone who has evolved, and with every step of my life
I love, I don't just predict your future, I communicate, consult and help you empower your
energies.”
My exclusive research and study of missing numbers in your birth graph helps me to determine
what are the strong energies that I can see in you and uplift the missing energies to suit to your
dreams and ambitions. With my years or research and extremely positive results, I help these
missing energies in your graph.

Spotlighh: Whaa is MM Remedd?
MM rrmedd is ttt I hhvv ddvisee to balancc yyur nergies ii yyur birtt grapp. BB
Prrcisell ssdyinn thh eﬀffcc of acc nergg, ann its ppwwrs ww caa eﬀﬁcientll ddvvllp
thh missinn nergies ann help yyy gee successss rrsults. It's noo aa vvrnighh change,
nothinn is miracle, buu I will guidd yyy to wwrr yyur missinn nergies.
unnvvrse is balancee, hencc if yyy wann to gaii ssmethinn yyy will hhvv to se
ssmethinn, ii this case ww will help yyy se yyur negaaviies, ann help yyy staa
ppsiive, sssnn ann successsl.

SANDHIYA MEHHTA

Numerologist and Vastu consultant with activated Third Eye

2017 is an era changing event which will be the milestone
to lot of beginnings and changes, specially because it will
bring a decade of change numerologically. Consult with
Sandhiya Mehhta on how this affects you and your
numbers and use this as an opportunity to plan your future.

The only Successful Numerologist, to have devised
Self-Help remedies for your fortune for your
prosperity, growth and sustainable success.
Are you aware about your Past, present and future?

The curious case of 4 & 8
“In my research, nearly 70% people are connected to these numbers, and this loop then influences
your further generations too.’
disappoi
One usually guards themselves because we have all heard a lot about disappointments
and delays,
sorrows and hardships of 4 & 8 and with 7 they form a trio of these energies. But I see them
powerful steroids, to be handled carefully. Then I will channelize it to positive planning and
maximise your fortune’s profits. Feel blessed if you belong to them, we will empower your life and,
learn through 4 & 8 and reap more fruits of your hard work than you would have previously did.
Handle your energies well, because only in the right hands they will empower with 4 & 8.
The other numbers & their destiny
Individually every number has its massive merits but if it doesn’t get the support of your
fadic/destiny number it cannot do much for you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very powerful numbers and should
get magnanimous success as per individual calculations, but if you are still struggling and have
faced certain problems you should try and understand your state of energies and detangle the
web, to create a free path for your future.
dif
We all are a mix of many numbers, their combinations play us differently
and affects us differently.
We have to empower these combinations in our fortune, to achieve what is extraordinary, which
makes us exemplary individuals, that help themselves and in addition help their families, society,
help someone in need who looks unto you.
“Knowledge empowers you, and there is nothing more powerful than to understand yourself, your
potentials, what holds you back, what drives you forward.” I provide you this knowledge about
yourself, though numerology. Knowledge about finances, career, turnaround years, lucky dates,
months, years, things that help you have a strong backup plan for everything in life. “No mantra,
fasting, name changes singularly guarantees you anything. Ultimately its you who has to foresee
the future, and I help you to do so.” Follow a simplistic solution that I call Sandhiya Mehhta’s
remedy system, and we will work on your energies and align them in the right direction.
poi the way.” If you
There is a Buddhist saying, “You yourself must strive; the Buddha’s just point
believe in yourself and the universe let me just show you a direction, you yourself will lead on the
right path and achieve the results within no desired time. I have received tremendous positive
feedbacks to have faith in the universe myself.
“I am not god; I just understand my field of work and use it to help people, guide them and provide
them with some efficient ways to be happy, peaceful, ever-glorious and a good part of our society
& I continue to achieve results with all my clients." -Sandhiya Mehhta.

For any further personalised details about yourself or your
family, children, guidelines to positive living, numerological
analysis of yourself and SANDHIYA MEHHTA’S REMEDY tools,
write in or call up on the following:
Sandhiya Mehhta / Yellow soul
+91 – 9819921673, +91 9769071673
HO: Mumbai: 022-26371670, 71
+91-96
Delhi: +91-9654483695
Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in
Read more about me on my website www.yellowsoul.in
Follow us for daily predictions:

@SandhiyaMehta
Sandhiya.Mehhta

RISE AND SHINE.

Experience
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Know more
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The fastest
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Program
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Flight Schedule
Origin

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

0

UK 946

0900

1030

Daily

0

UK 968

2020

2155

Daily

0

UK 959

0645

0825

Daily

0

UK 969

1815

1945

Daily

Guwahati to Ahmedabad

1

UK 969

1505

1945

Daily

Bagdogra to Guwahati

0

UK 745

1250

1400

Daily

Delhi to Bagdogra

0

UK 745

1010

1215

Daily

0

UK 868

0700

0940

123456

0

UK 797

1110

1350

Daily

0

UK 836

2010

2250

Daily

0

UK 811

0740

1030

123456

Ahmedabad to Delhi

Delhi to Ahmedabad

Bengaluru to Delhi

Delhi to Bengaluru

Bengaluru to Guwahati

No of Stops

0

UK 813

1745

2025

Daily

1

UK 868

0700

1240

6

1

UK 838

1010

1430

Daily

Guwahati to Bengaluru

1

UK 897

1445

1930

Daily

Mumbai to Bengaluru

0

UK 850

2150

2330

Daily
12345

Bhubaneshwar to Delhi

Delhi to Bhubaneshwar

0

UK 786

0845

1100

0

UK 760

2120

2345

Daily

0

UK 709

0600

0810

12345

0

UK 781

1840

2045

Daily

Chandigarh to Delhi

0

UK 879

1520

1620

Daily

Delhi to Chandigarh

0

UK 830

1335

1435

Daily

0

UK 856

1215

1500

67

1

UK 902

1335

1755

Daily

Goa to Delhi

0

UK 862

1425

1705

Daily

0

UK 848

1920

2200

Daily

0

UK 859

0900

1140

67

0

UK 847

1110

1345

Daily

0

UK 867

1630

1910

Daily

Goa to Mumbai

0

UK 902

1325

1445

Daily

Mumbai to Goa

0

UK 820

1150

1300

Daily

Delhi to Goa

Guwahati to Delhi

Delhi to Guwahati
Guwahati to Goa

Hyderabad to Delhi
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0

UK 867

1315

1540

6

0

UK 969

1505

1730

Daily

1

UK 745

1010

1400

Daily

0

UK 868

1020

1240

6

1

UK 867

1315

1910

6

0

UK 830

0955

1230

123456

0

UK 830

1035

1255

7

0

UK 858

1610

1815

Daily

0

UK 870

1955

2215

Daily

Origin

Delhi to Hyderabad

Hyderabad to Chandigarh
Chandigarh to Hyderabad
Kochi to Delhi

Delhi to Kochi

No of Stops

Flight No.

0

UK 829

0

UK 829

0

UK 899

0

UK 879

1

UK 830

1
1

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

0710

0910

123456

0745

0955

7

1310

1520

Daily

1705

1915

Daily

0955

1435

Daily

UK 830

1035

1435

Daily

UK 879

1520

1915

Daily

1

UK 940

1640

2140

Daily

0

UK 824

1840

2200

Daily

1

UK 995

1020

1540

Daily

0

UK 885

1440

1800

Daily

Kochi to Mumbai

0

UK 940

1640

1840

Daily

Mumbai to Kochi

0

UK 995

1325

1540

Daily

0

UK 843

0705

0930

Daily

Kolkata to Bengaluru

0

UK 897

1650

1930

Daily

0

UK 838

1010

1235

Daily

0

UK 898

2110

2340

Daily

0

UK 720

0710

0930

Daily

0

UK 778

1650

1930

Daily

0

UK 747

0720

0925

Daily

0

UK 719

2010

2230

Daily

0

UK 838

1320

1430

Daily

Guwahati to Kolkata

0

UK 897

1445

1555

Daily

Kolkata to PortBlair

0

UK 747

1005

1230

Daily

PortBlair to Kolkata

0

UK 778

1330

1605

Daily

PortBlair to Delhi

1

UK 778

1330

1930

Daily

Delhi to PortBlair

1

UK 747

0720

1230

Daily

Lucknow to Delhi

0

UK 933

1320

1430

Daily

Delhi to Lucknow

0

UK 970

1140

1245

Daily

Lucknow to Mumbai

1

UK 933

1320

1720

Daily

Mumbai to Lucknow

1

UK 970

0850

1245

Daily

0

UK 930

0730

0935

123456

0

UK 970

0850

1100

Daily

0

UK 994

1005

1230

12345

Bengaluru to Kolkata

Kolkata to Delhi

Delhi to Kolkata
Kolkata to Guwahati

Mumbai to Delhi

Delhi to Mumbai

0

UK 944

1425

1630

12345

0

UK 902

1545

1755

Daily

0

UK 996

1830

2035

Daily

0

UK 940

1930

2140

Daily

0

UK 988

2115

2335

Daily

0

UK975

0600

0805

123456

0

UK 943

0715

0925

12345

0

UK 963

0845

1110

Daily

0

UK 995

1020

1225

Daily

0

UK 983

1140

1345

12345

0

UK 933

1510

1720

Daily

0

UK 955

1810

2030

Daily
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Origin

Delhi to Mumbai

Pune to Delhi

Delhi to Pune
Srinagar to Delhi

No of Stops

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

0

UK 977

1905

2110

Daily

0

UK 981

2120

2325

Daily

0

UK 998

1310

1525

123457

0

UK 992

2005

2215

Daily

0

UK 997

1020

1230

123457

0

UK 991

1725

1930

Daily

0

UK 785

1150

1325

67

1

UK 785

0815

1115

67

0

UK 799

0830

0950

12345

Srinagar to Jammu

0

UK 799

1025

1115

12345

Jammu to Srinagar

0

UK 785

1025

1115

67

1

UK 785

1025

1325

67

Delhi to Srinagar

Jammu to Delhi

Delhi to Jammu

0

UK 714

1155

1330

12345

1

UK 799

0720

1230

12345

0

UK 785

0815

0945

67

Varanasi to Delhi

0

UK 955

1605

1730

Daily

Delhi to Varanasi

0

UK 729

1405

1530

Daily

Varanasi to Mumbai

1

UK 955

1605

2015

Daily

Connecting Flights
Origin

Destination

Via

Origin
Flight No.

Destination
Flight No.

Departure
1

Arrival
1

Connection
Time

Departure
2

Arrival
2

Total Time

Days of
Operations

Ahmedabad

Chandigarh

Delhi

946

830

0900

1030

0305

1335

1435

0535

Daily

Ahmedabad

Lucknow

Delhi

946

970

0900

1030

0110

1140

1245

0345

Daily

Ahmedabad

Varanasi

Delhi

946

729

0900

1030

0335

1405

1530

0630

Daily

Bhubaneshwar

Chandigarh

Delhi

786

830

0845

1100

0235

1335

1435

0550

12345

Bhubaneshwar

Mumbai

Delhi

786

983

0845

1100

0040

1140

1345

0500

12345

Bhubaneshwar

Lucknow

Delhi

786

970

0845

1100

0040

1140

1245

0400

12345

Bengaluru

Chandigarh

Delhi

868

830

0700

0940

0355

1335

1435

0735

Daily

Bengaluru

Lucknow

Delhi

868

970

0700

0940

0200

1140

1245

0545

Daily

Mumbai

Chandigarh

Delhi

994

830

1005

1230

0105

1335

1435

0430

12345

Mumbai

Chandigarh

Delhi

970

830

0850

1100

0235

1335

1435

0545

Daily

Mumbai

Chandigarh

Delhi

930

830

0730

0935

0400

1335

1435

0705

123456

Mumbai

Lucknow

Delhi

930

970

0730

0935

0205

1140

1245

0515

123456

Mumbai

Varanasi

Delhi

994

729

1005

1230

0135

1405

1530

0525

12345

Mumbai

Varanasi

Delhi

970

729

0850

1100

0305

1405

1530

0640

Daily

Mumbai

Bhubaneshwar

Delhi

902

781

1545

1755

0045

1840

2045

0500

Daily
12345

Mumbai

Bhubaneshwar

Delhi

944

781

1425

1630

0210

1840

2045

0620

Mumbai

Guwahati

Delhi

930

868

0730

0935

0045

1020

1240

0510

6

Kolkata

Pune

Delhi

720

997

0710

0930

0050

1020

1230

0520

123457

Kolkata

Goa

Delhi

720

847

0710

0930

0140

1110

1345

0635

Daily

Kolkata

Lucknow

Delhi

720

970

0710

0930

0210

1140

1245

0535

Daily

Guwahati

Mumbai

Delhi

969

955

1505

1730

0040

1810

2020

0515

Daily
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Origin

Destination

Via

Origin
Flight No.

Destination
Flight No.

Departure
1

Arrival
1

Connection
Time

Departure
2

Guwahati

Mumbai

Delhi

969

977

1505

Guwahati

Mumbai

Delhi

969

981

1505

Arrival
2

Total Time

Days of
Operations

1730

0135

1730

0350

1905

2110

0605

Daily

2120

2325

0820

Daily
Daily

Guwahati

Delhi

Kolkata

897

778

1445

1555

0055

1650

1930

0445

Guwahati

Ahmedabad

Delhi

867

969

1315

1540

0235

1815

1945

0630

6

Guwahati

Bengaluru

Delhi

867

813

1315

1540

0205

1745

2025

0710

6

Guwahati

Mumbai

Delhi

867

955

1315

1540

0230

1810

2015

0700

6

Guwahati

Mumbai

Delhi

867

977

1315

1540

0325

1905

2110

0755

6

Guwahati

Hyderabad

Delhi

867

879

1315

1540

0125

1705

1915

0600

6

Guwahati

Pune

Delhi

867

991

1315

1540

0145

1725

1930

0615

6

Goa

Kolkata

Delhi

884

719

1420

1705

0305

2010

2230

0810

Daily

Hyderabad

Varanasi

Delhi

830

729

1035

1255

0110

1405

1530

0455

7

Hyderabad

Varanasi

Delhi

830

729

0955

1230

0135

1405

1530

0535

123456

Bagdogra

Delhi

Guwahati

745

969

1250

1400

0105

1505

1730

0440

Daily

Chandigarh

Bengaluru

Delhi

879

813

1520

1620

0125

1745

2025

0505

Daily

Chandigarh

Pune

Delhi

879

991

1520

1620

0105

1725

1930

0410

Daily

Chandigarh

Mumbai

Delhi

879

955

1520

1620

0150

1810

2020

0500

Daily

Chandigarh

Mumbai

Delhi

879

977

1520

1620

0245

1905

2110

0550

Daily

Chandigarh

Bhubaneshwar

Delhi

879

781

1520

1620

0220

1840

2045

0525

Daily

Chandigarh

Ahmedabad

Delhi

879

969

1520

1620

0155

1815

1945

0425

Daily

Chandigarh

Kolkata

Delhi

879

719

1520

1620

0350

2010

2230

0710

Daily

Jammu

Kochi

Delhi

714

885

1155

1330

0110

1440

1800

0605

12345

Jammu

Hyderabad

Delhi

714

879

1155

1330

0335

1705

1915

0720

12345

Jammu

Goa

Delhi

714

867

1155

1330

0300

1630

1910

0715

12345

Jammu

Pune

Delhi

714

991

1155

1330

0355

1725

1930

0735

12345

Jammu

Mumbai

Delhi

714

933

1155

1330

0140

1510

1720

0525

12345

PortBlair

Bengaluru

Kolkata

778

897

1330

1605

0045

1650

1930

0600

Daily

Lucknow

Ahmedabad

Delhi

933

969

1320

1430

0345

1815

1945

0625

Daily

Lucknow

Goa

Delhi

933

867

1320

1430

0200

1630

1910

0550

Daily

Lucknow

Mumbai

Delhi

933

955

1320

1430

0340

1810

2020

0700

Daily

Lucknow

Pune

Delhi

933

991

1320

1430

0255

1725

1930

0610

Daily

Lucknow

Bengaluru

Delhi

933

813

1320

1430

0315

1745

2025

0705

Daily

Lucknow

Hyderabad

Delhi

933

879

1320

1430

0235

1705

1915

0555

Daily

Pune

Bhubaneshwar

Delhi

998

781

1310

1525

0315

1840

2045

0735

123457

Srinagar

Mumbai

Delhi

785

933

1150

1325

0145

1510

1720

0530

67

Srinagar

Kochi

Delhi

785

885

1150

1325

0115

1440

1800

0610

67

Srinagar

Goa

Delhi

785

867

1150

1325

0305

1630

1910

0720

67

Srinagar

Hyderabad

Delhi

785

879

1150

1325

0340

1705

1915

0725

67

Srinagar

Pune

Delhi

785

991

1150

1325

0400

1725

1930

0740

67

Srinagar

Varanasi

Delhi

785

729

1150

1325

0040

1405

1530

0340

67

Varanasi

Ahmedabad

Delhi

955

969

1605

1730

0045

1815

1945

0340

Daily

Varanasi

Mumbai

Delhi

955

977

1605

1730

0135

1905

2110

0505

Daily

Varanasi

Mumbai

Delhi

955

981

1605

1730

0350

2120

2325

0720

Daily
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key features
Fastest Earn

Earn up to 11 CV Points per INR 100 spent

Fastest redemptions

Award flights starting from 2000 CV Points
and Upgrade Awards from 500 CV Points

Faster elite tier qualification

Now reach elite tiers faster basis lower of Tier
Points and flights taken in 12 month period

The fastest
rewarding frequent
flyer program is
here!
Tailored for the trendsetters and
the boardroom high fliers, the all
new Club Vistara is the Fastest
Rewarding Frequent Flyer Program*
With Club Vistara, you earn CV Points based on the value
of tickets purchased, the simplest and fairest way to earn
award points. Here at Club Vistara, when you spend more,
you earn more. Club Vistara not only provides you unique
privileges but also offers you: Fastest Earn, Redemption
and Elite Tier Qualification and enhanced elite tier benefits.
As a Club Vistara member you earn CV Points beyond a
flight ticket through our airline and co-brand partners. Earn
exciting privileges and benefits on every flight as you fly
the new feeling.

How to join

Becoming a Club Vistara (CV) member is simple and quick. Register with CV by:
•

Visiting our website
www.airvistara.com

•

Downloading our Mobile App

•

Fill the inflight enrolment form
available with our crew.

Once enrolled, CV membership ID will be sent to your
registered email ID and your account will be automatically
activated. As a CV member, you will have access to your
personalised account through our website and our mobile
app, to easily keep track of all your transactions with us.

Enjoy priority status

Check-in, Waitlist Clearance, Baggage
Handling and Airport Standby

Increased baggage allowance

5- 15 kgs over and above the limit basis elite
tier status

Lounge Access

Unrestricted access to Vistara Lounge when
you fly with Vistara

Guaranteed reservations
24-48 hour prior to departure

Complimentary upgrade and
lounge access vouchers
For use by self, friends or family

Airline and non-airline partners
Earn and Redeem CV Points with our partners

Exclusive benefits and privileges
Unconditional benefits and privileges for all
fare types

Enroll now
and earn 1000
Bonus
CV Points

To receive auto-credit of your CV Points, please remember
to quote your CV ID at the time of booking and check in.
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elite tier qualification

Tier evaluation process

Tier evaluation is in terms of tier points
or the number of Vistara flights taken, whichever
upgrades or maintains your tier status faster. Refer
the Tier Evaluation criteria below:

Elite Tier Qualification process evaluates your tier status every day by
checking the number of Tier Points earned or number of flights flown in the
past 365 days. As soon as a member achieves the criteria as mentioned in
the table, they will be upgraded to the next elite tier or retain their current
tier status. In case of a tier upgrade or renewal, you elite tier status will
be valid for 12 months. On the day of expiry of your tier, if you are unable
to move up to the next elite tier or maintain your current tier, you will be
moved to the next lower tier for the next 12 months. You continue to enjoy
CV Base privileges as our CV Base tier membership will never expire.

Tier

Tier Points
required for
Upgrade

CV Silver

15000

CV Gold

25000

CV Platinum

35000

Flights required
for Upgrade
20
OR

30
40

Privileges & Benefits

CV
Base

CV
Silver

CV
Gold

CV
Platinum

Earn Points on All Flights

✓

✓

✓

✓

Tier/CV Points

8 CV Points

9 CV Points

10 CV Points

11 CV Points

✓

✓

✓

✓

Up to 48 Hours Prior*

Up to 24 Hours Prior*

Priority Airport Standby
✓

Priority Waitlist clearance
Guaranteed Reservations in
Economy Class
Priority Airport Check-in

Premium Economy
Counter

Business Class Counter

Business Class Counter

Increased Baggage Allowance

+5 Kg

+10 Kg

+15 kg

Priority Boarding

✓

✓

Lounge Access

✓

✓

Priority Baggage handling

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Lounge Access Vouchers

1

2

4

Upgrade Voucher

1

3

Exclusive Offers and Promotions

✓

5

Meet & Greet

✓

No Rescheduling Fee

✓

Earning CV Points

Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with us.
At Club Vistara, our conscious effort is to ensure every flying experience of yours is a memorable
one. Our higher point earning structure ensures that you are aptly rewarded every time you fly with
us. Earn CV Points based on the fare value of your ticket (base fare excluding taxes and fees). When
you spend more, you will earn more CV Points. Members can also earn CV Points with our partners.
When you fly with Vistara, simply share your CV ID at the time of booking or check-in and receive
the auto – credit of CV Points in you CV account within 24-48 hours. Your CV Points are valid for 36
months from the date of flight. Use CV Points to redeem Award Flights and Upgrade Awards. Please
refer to the table to know the CV Point accrual for Vistara flights.
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Tier

CV Points per INR 100 spent

CV Base

8

CV Silver

9

CV Gold

10

CV Platinum

11

Partnerships
With our partners, make the most of your CV membership even when you are not
flying with us. We have carefully formed partnerships that offer you more choices to
earn and redeem CV Points
Airline Partners

Co-Brand Partners

Vistara now allows you to board domestic to fly international.

Earn CV Points with every swipe through Axis
Bank Vistara Credit Cards.

With Vistara, you can enjoy a hassle-free international flying experience. Being the
preferred partner for many major international flights, our relationship with them allows
you to earn and redeem CV Points on their flights.
You can earn and redeem CV Points on the following international flights:

Understanding Tier Points and CV Points
When you fly with Vistara, you earn CV Points that enable you to redeem Award Flights &
Upgrade Awards and Tier Points that help determine your elite tier.
Tier Points are non-redeemable and are valid only for 12 months from the date of the
flight. You can use your CV Points as currency to redeem rewards with Vistara & its
Partners. CV Points are valid for 36 months from the date of flight. When you fly/spend
with our airline/non-airline partners you earn CV Points. You can also earn CV Points by
participating in our offers and promotions.

Redemption Of CV Points
With Award Flight redemptions starting as low as 2,000 CV Points and Upgrade Awards starting at 500 CV Points,
rewards could not be any faster. Club Vistara offers you the fastest journey to redemption of flights & upgrades. You
can instantly redeem Award Flights by logging on to our website www.airvistara.com
Vistara Award Flights
•

You can redeem CV Points for Vistara Award
Flights by following the below easy steps:

•

Log on to www.airvistara.com

•

Enter Club Vistara membership ID

•

Click on ‘Redeem Now’ button

•

Submit details on ‘Redeem Award Flight’

•

Select ‘Flight & Redeem’

Vistara Upgrade Rewards
Now redeem CV Points to upgrade your cabin class by calling our
Customer Service Centre at +91 120 6699901/02 or contacting
our Airport Ticketing Office (ATO) for instant upgrades.

To know the CV Points required for Vistara Award Flights and
Vistara Upgrade Awards, please visit our website at www.
airvistara.com

Complimentary Tier Match
We invite you to enjoy a complimentary 3-month CV Gold membership, if you are a Gold or above tier member with any other
frequent flyer program. Please send us a request along with a copy of your membership card/ statement at contactus@
clubvistara.com or visit us at www.clubvistara.com
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The 10 reasons...
That define the new feeling of flying India's Best
Domestic Airline

1 Reliability
With a fleet of brand new Airbus A-320 aircraft
operated and maintained by pilots and engineers
held to the highest levels of training and standards,
it is no wonder that over the course of our 23
months of operation we have achieved the #1 OnTime Performance rank more often than any other
airline, along with the fewest cancellations and
lowest number of customer complaints.

2 Service
With gracious and elegant cabin crew trained
to the extra-ordinary standards of Singapore
Airlines, along with seamless airport check-in
and boarding systems and exemplary priority
handling, we deliver service that makes those
who fly us once, come back to us over-andover again.

3 Growing network
With over 500 flights a week serving 18 destinations
across India, our network is growing rapidly offering
increasing choices for customers each month.
Not only do we cover our flagship Delhi – Mumbai
route 9 times a day, our newest additions include
Chandigarh, Kolkata, Kochi, and Port Blair, with new
routes connecting Delhi to Port Blair and Bengaluru
to Kolkata and Guwahati.

AVIATION QUIZ
4. Which was the world's first commercial supersonic transport aircraft?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
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4 Choice of Multiple Cabin Classes
Choose from a luxurious Business Class,
an exclusive Premium Economy, and a
comfortable Economy Class, with plush seats
covered in Italian leather and soothing onboard ambience.

5 Delectable complimentary
onboard cuisine

Our complimentary healthy and nutritious
gourmet meals in all classes, sourced from
the finest caterers and with menus changing
weekly, are creating a sensation in the skies.

6 Club Vistara, our Frequent Flyer program
Our all-new Club Vistara, now with an exclusive
Platinum tier, is India’s most generous and fastest
rewarding frequent flyer program with elite tier
benefits that you can enjoy regardless of class of
travel or fare paid. Through our partnership with
Singapore Airlines & SilkAir, members can earn
and burn points across all three airlines.

7 Operations out of the India’s best
airport terminals

Our flights operate from the ultra-modern
and spacious Terminal 3 at the Indira Gandhi
International Airport, Delhi and the fabulous new
Terminal 2 at the Chhatrapati Shivaji International
Airport, Mumbai, a respite from the older and
more crowded terminals at these airports used by
other airlines.

AVIATION QUIZ
5. Who was the youngest woman pilot in the world to command a commercial jet aircraft?
Answers in the next issue of Vistara magazine.
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sanket odisha tourism 2016

Website: odishatourism.gov.in/www.visitodisha.org • E-mail: oritour@gmail.com
Toll Free: 1800 208 1414, OTDC Central Reservation Counter (10 am-6 pm): Tel.: +91674 2430764

If you’re looking for an extraordinary holiday destination, look closely at Odisha. Dotted with some of the world’s finest
beaches and waterfronts at Puri, Chandipur, Gopalpur, Talasari and Astarang, Odisha is the sun, sand and surf paradise
like none other. But it isn’t only the beaches that will bring you to its shores. Odisha’s resplendent past, evident at Khandagiri, Udayagiri, Ratnagiri and Konark; pristine wildlife beauty at Bhitarkanika, Similipal and Chilika; and unflinching devotion at Jagannath, Lingaraja, Ananta Vasudeva and Mukteshwar temples will leave you spellbound for years. So make it to
Odisha this year. It promises to be a one-in-a-million holidays.

Konark –
Behold the man-made wonder,
behold the magnificence
of the Sun Temple

Sun Temple (Konark)

Bhubaneswar

TAKE YOUR BODY WHERE YOUR MIND HAS BEEN LATELY.
TAKE YOURSELF TO ODISHA.

vistara experience

8 Seamless connections for international arriving
and departing passengers

As we operate from T3 in Delhi and T2 in Mumbai,
passengers connecting to and from international flights
can do so seamlessly within the same terminal. No need
for a tedious bus or taxi ride to transfer to or from the
older domestic terminals. Further, passengers connecting
to/from Vistara and international flights on any airline
will be entitled to an enhanced baggage allowance on
their Vistara domestic flights, even if the international and
domestic bookings are on separate tickets.

9 The Vistara Signature Lounge
Our exclusive private designer lounge at
the departure gates level of Delhi T3 offers
unmatched comfort and convenience, resulting in
a truly differentiated pre-flight lounge experience.

10 Competitive fares
Last but not the least, not only do we have competitive
fares for Economy Class, but those willing to plan
and book early can take full advantage of fantastic
fares in Business Class and Premium Economy under
our new “Affordable Luxury” program through which
you can upgrade your experience to something truly
memorable!

As a product of Tata and Singapore Airlines, raising the bar and setting new standards of excellence is in our DNA!
These are the standards that saw us being awarded ‘India’s Best Domestic Airline’ for the year 2016 by the readers of Travel + Leisure
India, as well as helped us achieve #1 On-Time Performance amongst all major airlines, the lowest cancellation rate, and the lowest
customer complaint rate on average amongst all airlines in India since our inception.
So choose Vistara the next time you fly and experience the difference that defines the new feeling and makes us the most talked about
new airline in India today.
We are happy to have you onboard!
Thank you,
Vistara

Follow Us on
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Tel.: 9289 228 888 or +91 120 669 9901
© TATA SIA Airlines Limited
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Get exclusive benefits
even after your

flight

Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash your
boarding pass within seven days of your travel at our
partner brands and enjoy exciting offers

Retail Shopping

5% off on transactions of `10,000 and
above (Max discount: ` 1000) Offer
applicable only at www.croma.com
(not applicable at any offline store).Use
promo code: VISTCROM
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Flat 10% off on the
entire drinks, books, and
souvenirs category at Delhi,
Mumbai and Bengaluru
Airport stores

Get flat 10% off on all
the products at Skywater
retail stores ( Bengaluru,
Hyderabad and Panchkula)

Flat 15% off on Victorinox and
all other associate brands
available in Gute Reise Stores
in Delhi NCR, Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Chennai

Dining

hospitality
Black & White

Buy any pizza woth `350
and get bread sticks free
worth `116

Flat 20% off on purchases
made at Vaango

GUWAHATI ASSAM

1. One level upgrade* on
presenting the boarding pass

Dining Offer: Flat 10%
discount on food and soft
beverages
only&
atWhite
F&B
Reverse
Black
outlets (Seven, Umami &
Octave ) at the hotel

2. Free dessert at any F&B outlet
along with the main course*

GUWAHATI ASSAM

Exclusive offers on coffee,
sandwiches, muffins and
croissants only at T3 Delhi

1. Economy package for 1: Beer &
burger combo for `449 only
*Taxes exclusive | Domestic beer only!

Reverse Colour

2. Free* Appetiser on the purchase of
an entree
(Appetiser to be of similar or lesser
value)

Flat 20% off on
GUWAHATI made
ASSAM
purchases
at
KFC on a transaction of
`400 and above, only at
T3 Delhi

3. Buy One Get One Beer
(Domestic beer only!)

Standard Colour

4. Premium package for 2: 2 Margaritas
or 2 Beers + 1 Starter + 2 Main Course +
1Dessert for `1,999 only. *All Inclusive

Dining Offer: Flat 10%
discount on food & soft
beverages only at F&B
outlets (Buzz, Swirl & Deli)

Avail a special 10%* off on the best
available rate along with free Wifi
using promo code “ZMUP10VIS”
on booking at gingerhotels.com.
Offer can also be availed by
calling 1800 266 3333 or booking
directly at the hotel. *T&Cs* apply.

GUWAHATI ASSAM

Offer valid across all outlets in
Delhi, Chandigarh, Kolkata, Mumbai,
Bengaluru, Pune and Hyderabad Only |
T&C Apply!

20% discount on body massages
20% flat discount on suites and villas
20% off on beverages at the bar on all
days before 7 pm

Package for 1: 2 pints
of select beers+ 1
select appetizer
@ `399+ taxes

15% off on food bill
(excluding taxes)

Package for 2: 1
pitcher of select beer+
2 select appetizers @
`799+ taxes
T&C Apply

Flat 20% off on purchases
made at Foodstreet

20% discount on best available rate
by using promo code “ZUSP20VIST”
for booking Lemon Tree Premier,
Lemon Tree Hotels and Red Fox
Hotels.
Booking to be done at www.
lemontreehotels.com
Offer also Includes: 20% discount
on F&B (Republic of Noodles, as
per restaurant availability), free
WiFi 24x7, buffet breakfast.

Health and Wellness

Exclusive 36% off on any
Spa service

Flat 15% discount on all
services

Exclusive 36% off on any Spa
service

Exclusive 10% off on stay along
with complementary plantation
safari, birding & nature tour,
access to golf course

Rent a Car

`600 off on Myles (selfdrive) MVO500

`500 off on Carzonrent
(premium chauffeur
driven service)
outstation booking.
CVO500

Travel and Experience
Experience
the heritage
of old Delhi
like never
before
at 20%
discount

For more information please visit www.airvistara.com and check the deals and offers section

1. Room upgrade to the next level *
Get 10% off on
Imagica Theme
park & water
park tickets

2. 10 % discount on the usage of
the spa facilities
3. 10% discount on food & soft
beverages at the restaurants*
**Terms and Conditions Apply
*Terms & conditions apply
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